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ABSTRACT 

Climate change caused by the use of fossil fuels has become an urgent challenge on a daily basis all over 

the world. Practical and environmentally sustainable energy sources to replace the traditional fossil fuels 

are thus desperately needed. Fuel cell, in particular, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), is 

regarded as one of the most promising candidates, which could efficiently convert chemical energy directly 

into usable electric power through the electrochemical process. Theoretically, the output performance of 

fuel cells is decided by the kinetics of hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) on anode and oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) on the cathode. Notably, the kinetics of ORR on the cathode is five orders of magnitude 

slower than HOR on the anode. Therefore, developing highly efficient electrocatalysts to facilitate sluggish 

cathodic ORR is a key issue. So far, Platinum (Pt) is still the most widely used ORR electrocatalyst. 

However, the high cost and inadequate long term operational stability of Pt/C catalysts inhibit their 

commercialization. Thus far a lot of researches have been devoted to dealing with the aforementioned 

problems through two main directions including (i) improving Pt/C catalyst via either the modification of 

Pt particle approach, replacing conventional support, or surface engineering by modifying the coating of 

the Pt nanoparticle; and (ii) replacing Pt-based catalysts with nonprecious metal catalyst and metal-free 

catalysts.  

In this work, two kinds of material (Pt based materials and graphene base materials) are developed with the 

ultimate objective of enhance the ORR activity and extending the lifetime without considerably increasing 

its cost. For Pt based material, novel supporting materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene are used 

and high active Pt nanoparticles are stabilized by carbon coating method. For graphene based material, 

heteroatom doped graphene material are both used as the supporting material of Pt nanoparticles and metal-

free catalysts. 

 First, we synthesized electro-catalysts composed of Pt NPs supported on carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which 

were further covered by an ultra-thin layer of graphitic carbon. Such hybrid ORR catalysts were obtained 

by an in situ polymer encapsulation–graphitization method on the interfaces, where a glucose-containing 

polymer was grown directly on the surface of Pt/CNTs. The thickness of the carbon coating layer can be 

precisely tuned between 0.5 and several nanometers by simply programming the polymer growth on 

Pt/CNTs. The resulting Pt/CNTs@C with a carbon layer thickness of ~0.8 nm (corresponding to ∼2-3 

graphene layers) showed high activity and excellent durability with no noticeable activity loss, even after 

20000 cycles of ADT test. This ultrathin carbon coating not only acts as a protective layer to prevent 

aggregation of Pt NPs but also leads to a better sample dispersion in the solvent which is devoid of 
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aggregates resulting in a better Pt utilization. We believe that this polymeric nanoencapsulation strategy is  

a promising technique for the production of highly active and stable ORR catalysts for fuel cells and metal-

air batteries. 

Second, we used three different kinds of graphene materials including pristine graphene, nitrogen-doped 

graphene (N-graphene) and nitrogen phosphorus co-doped graphene (N, P-graphene) as supporting 

materials to anchor platinum clusters. Then a comprehensive study of the interaction effect between support 

and Pt clusters was discussed. The N, P graphene not only reduces the Pt size and facilitates the 

homogeneous distribution on the surface but also affects the Pt electronic structure that promotes the ORR 

activity. The Pt/N, P-graphene not only shows a high ORR activity, low Tafel slope, and 4-electron ORR 

pathway with low H2O2 yield but also excellent durability. 

In addition, on the basis of the research about the doped graphene, we synthesized nitrogen and phosphorus 

co-doped graphene dots supported on nitrogen-doped three-dimensional graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) by 

a facile freeze-annealing process. The as-obtained N, P-GDs are uniformly dispersed on the surface of the 

interconnected 3D porous network. The metal-free N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite exhibits excellent 

electrocatalytic activity for the ORR comparable to the commercial Pt/C catalyst. Moreover, it shows a 

higher tolerance to methanol and better stability than the Pt/C. This enhanced electrocatalytic performance 

can be ascribed to the synergetic effect of abundant functional groups and the edge defects. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Les changements climatiques à cause de la consommation des combustibles fossiles sont actuellement un 

défi urgent dans le monde entier. Les sources d'énergie pratiques et écologiquement durables pour 

remplacer les combustibles fossiles traditionnels sont indispensables. La pile à combustible, en particulier 

la pile à combustible à membrane échangeuse de protons (en anglais : PEMFC), est considérée comme l’un 

des candidats les plus prometteurs, car elle pourrait convertir directement l’énergie chimique en énergie 

électrique utilisant par la méthode électrochimique. Théoriquement, la performance du rendement des piles 

à combustible est déterminée par la cinétique de la réaction d'oxydation de l'hydrogène (en anglais : HOR) 

sur l'anode et par la réaction de réduction de l'oxygène (en anglais : ORR) sur la cathode. Pratiquement, la 

cinétique de l'ORR sur la cathode est inférieure à cinq ordres de grandeur (~ ×105) à celle du HOR sur 

l'anode. La mise au point d'électrocatalyseurs très efficaces pour faciliter l’ORR cathodique très lente est 

un souci très important. À présent, le platine (Pt) est toujours un électrocatalyseur d’ORR le plus utilisé 

dans l’industrie. Cependant, l’électrocatalyseur de Pt/C est difficile à commercialiser dans l’industrie en 

raison du coût élevé et la stabilité opérationnelle à long terme inadéquate. Jusqu'à maintenant, un grand 

nombre de recherches ont été contribuées à la résolution des problèmes susmentionnés et ces stratégies 

peuvent être divisées en deux parties:  (i) Le catalyseur de Pt/C sera amélioré soit par la méthode de 

modification de particule de Pt en remplaçant le support conventionnel; soit par l’ingénierie de surface par 

la modification du revêtement des nanoparticules (en anglais : NPs) de Pt;  

 (ii) Des catalyseurs à base de Pt seront remplacés par des catalyseurs à base de métaux non-précieux 

et des catalyseurs sans métaux. 

 Tout d'abord, nous avons synthétisé des électrocatalyseurs composés des NPs de Pt avec le support 

des nanotubes de carbone (en anglais : CNTs) et recouverts d'une couche ultramince de carbone graphitique. 

Ces catalyseurs d’ORR hybrides ont été obtenus par la méthode d’encapsulation-graphitisation de polymère 

in situ interfaciale, dans lequel un polymère contenant du glucose a été croit directement à la surface de 

Pt/CNTs. L'épaisseur de la couche de revêtement de carbone peut être réglée d’entre 0,5 et plusieurs 

nanomètres en programmant simplement la croissance du polymère sur Pt/CNTs. Les résultats sur 

Pt/CNTs@C avec l’épaisseur de couche de carbone d’environ de 0,8 nm (correspondant au graphène en 2-

3 couches) ont montré l’activité élevée et une excellente durabilité sans perte d’activité notable, même après 

20000 cycles du test ADT. Ce revêtement de carbone ultramince s’agit non seulement comme une couche 

protectrice pour empêcher l’agrégation des NPs de Pt, mais conduit également à une meilleure dispersion 

de l’échantillon dans un solvant dépourvu d’agrégats, ce qui entraîne une meilleure utilisation de Pt. Nous 
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croyons que cette stratégie de nano-encapsulation polymère constitue une technique prometteuse pour la 

production de catalyseurs d’ORR actifs et stables pour les piles à combustible et les batteries du métal-air. 

 Ensuite, nous avons développé trois types de graphène différents: le graphène non modifié, le 

graphène dopé à l'azote (N-graphène) et le graphène co-dopé aux phosphore et azote (i.e., N, P-graphène) 

en s’agitant des supports pour ancrer les amas de Pt. Après, l’étude complète de l’effet d’interaction du 

support sur les amas de Pt a été discutée. Le N, P-graphène réduit non seulement la taille du Pt et facilite la 

distribution homogène à la surface, mais influence également la structure électronique du Pt qui favorise 

l'activité d’ORR. Le Pt/N, P-graphène présente non seulement l’activité élevée d’ORR, la pente basse de 

Tafel et le voie d’ORR à 4-électron avec le rendement faible en H2O2 mais une excellente durabilité. 

 En fin, à base de recherche sur le graphène dopé, nous avons synthétisé des points de graphène co-

dopés aux phosphore et azote en soutenant sur le graphène 3-D dopé à l'azote (i.e., N, P-GDs/N-3DG) par 

une simple méthode sur le recuit par congélation. Les N, P-GDs sont uniformément dispersés à la surface 

du réseau poreux 3-D interconnecté. Le composite N, P-GDs/N-3DG sans métal montre une performance 

électrocatalytique très élevée sur l'ORR comparable au catalyseur commercial de Pt/C. De plus, il présente 

la tolérance au méthanol plus élevée et la stabilité meilleure au Pt/C. La performance électrocatalytique 

peut être améliorée par l’effet synergique d’entre les groupes fonctionnels abondants et les défauts du bord. 

 

 

Mots-clés:  

PEMFCs, ORR, Pt, revêtement de carbone, CNTs, graphène, dopé aux N, P, et graphène 3-D 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Climate change caused by the use of fossil fuels has become an urgent and worldwide challenge on a daily 

basis. Besides, with rising global population and the development of human society, there will be 

continuously increased energy demands (more than a quarter to 2040 predicted by International Energy 

Agency) as well as rapid depletion of world’s limited fossil fuel sources. Energy crisis and environmental 

pollution are highlighted to be one of the major global problems.  Therefore, the search for clean energy 

generation and utilization technologies has become one of the greatest challenges to ensure the world's 

sustainable development.  Fuel cells are one of the most promising clean energy devices offering high 

energy densities and energy efficiencies.1-4 

Over the last few decades, five major categories of fuel cells have been developed as shown in Table 1.1. 

Among various fuel cells, the proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), which use a solid phase 

proton conducting membrane (typically Nafion) as an electrolyte, show many advantages such as low 

operating temperature, fast startup, and high power density. It has been attracting significant attention and 

receiving intense research efforts for portable electronic and transportation applications, which are already 

used in the commercial fuel cell vehicles such as Mirai, Clarity and Tucson FCEV.5-10 

Table 1.1 The main types of fuel cell.  

 

Fuel Cell Type 

Proton exchange 

membrane fuel 

cells(PEMFC) 

Alkaline fuel cell 

(AFC) 

Phosphorie acid 

fuel cell (PAFC) 

Molten 

carbonate fuel 

cell (MCFC) 

Solid oxide fuel 

cell (SOFC) 

Fuel H2 H2 H2 H2/CO/reformate CO,H2 

Oxidizer O2, air O2, air O2, air CO2,  O2, air O2, air 

Electrolyte 
Solid polymer 

film 
Alkaline solution Phosphorie acid Molten carbonate Ceramic oxide 

Operating 

temperature 
50-100 °C 50-120 °C 150-220 °C 600-700 °C 600-1000 °C 

Efficency 60% 60% 40% 50-60% 50-60% 

Application 

Backup power, 

Portable power, 

Distributed 

generation, 

Transportation 

Military, Space 
Distributed 

generation 

Electric utility, 

Distributed 

generation 

Electric utility, 

Distributed 

generation 

Challenge 

Expensive 

catalyst, sensitive 

to fuel impurities 

Membrane, 

electrolyte 

management  

Long start up time 

High temperature 

corrosion and 

breakdown of cell 

components,  

Long start up time 

High temperature 

corrosion and 

breakdown of cell 

components 
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1.1 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells 

1.1.1 Work Fundamentals 

A PEMFC is an electrochemical cell which directly converts the chemical energy of a fuel (typically 

hydrogen, methanol, etc.) into electrical energy, heat, and water. The structure of PEMFCs is shown in 

Figure 1.1. A polymer electrolyte membrane is sandwiched between a cathode (or positive electrode) and 

an anode (or negative electrode). The hydrogen molecules on the anode could be catalytically split into 

protons and electrons through hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The electrons go through an external 

circuit to the cathode side, producing direct current electricity. The protons are drawn through the polymer 

electrolyte membrane to the cathode, reacting with one oxygen molecule and desired four electrons to form 

two water molecules. Although the reaction is thermodynamically spontaneous, under fuel cell operating 

condition, the hydrogen and oxygen gas are kinetically stable. The catalysts on both electrode sides are thus 

essential to lower the activation energy and ensure the reaction proceeds by alternative pathways.  

 

Figure 1.1. A Schematic diagram of PEMFCs.11 

Different from the direct chemical reaction, e.g combustion, the electrochemical reactions in the fuel cell 

happen simultaneously on anode and cathode. This half-cell reaction is described as follows: 

 Anode: 𝐻2 → 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− (1.1) 

 Cathode: 
1

2
𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.2) 

Thus, the overall reaction is: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemical_cell
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 𝐻2 +
1

2
𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.3) 

1.1.2 Fuel Cell Thermodynamics  

Fuel cell thermodynamics is crucial to understanding the conversion of chemical energy into electrical 

energy. The target of a fuel cell is to convert the chemical energy into electrical energy in high efficiency. 

It’s deserved to know the theoretical efficiency, equilibrium potential and other thermodynamic factors of 

the fuel cell.  

By definition, the efficiency η is defined as the ratio between the useful output work of a device and the 

supplied heat.  

 𝜂 =
𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑄𝑖𝑛
 (1.4) 

In a fuel cell, the heat input means the heating value of the fuel, which is the enthalpy of the reaction, that 

is Qin=-ΔH. The useful output work in fuel cell means theoretical maximum electrical energy output, which 

is identical to the negative variation in Gibbs free energy. 

 𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = −𝛥𝐺 (1.5) 

So the efficiency η can be obtained by the following formula,  

 𝜂 =
𝛥𝐺

𝛥𝐻
 (1.6) 

Therefore, the efficiency of the fuel cell is not limited by Carnot’s rule. For example, under ambient 

conditions the ΔG = -237 kJ/mol and the ΔH = -286 kJ/mol (producing liquid water). The maximum 

efficiency at 25 ºC would be 83%. In addition, the work done by an internal combustion engine (seemed as 

ideal heat engine) increases with the increasing temperature while the reverse is true in Fuel cell because 

the ΔG decreases with increasing temperature. So the FC shows a higher thermodynamic efficiency at low 

temperature but lower efficiency at high temperature  (> 700 ºC) than that of heat engine.  

In addition, in fuel cell the electrical work can be described by the equation: 

 𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝑛𝐹𝐸 (1.7) 

where the n is the number of electrons exchanged during the reaction (2 for H2/O2 fuel cell), F is the faraday 

constant (96500 C mol−1). So the reversible open circuit voltage can be obtained from Gibbs free energy 

change of an electrochemical transformation:  

 𝐸0 = −
𝛥𝐺

𝑛𝐹
 (1.8) 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/crucial
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/target
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So under standard-state conditions, the maximum equilibrium cell potential is 1.229V, as known as open 

circuit voltage (OCV). According to the Nernst equation, the equilibrium potential of oxygen electrode 

reactions in nonstandard conditions can be estimated: 

 𝐸 = 𝐸0 −
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln(

𝑎𝐻2𝑂

𝑝𝐻2∗𝑝𝑜2

1
2

) (1.9) 

where R is the gas constant, T is the Kelvin temperature, n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the 

Faraday constant, and p is the pressure of the reactant and product. 

The above are all based under thermodynamic balance conditions, where the FC cell is in a state of 

equilibrium, with no current delivered. In practice, the real efficiency and output voltage are always less 

than the theoretical value. The low real efficiency of a fuel cell is impacted by fuel utilization loss and 

voltage loss. The fuel utilization loss means that not all of the fuel participates in the real reaction. The 

voltage loss accounts for the fact that the output voltage of the fuel cell depends on the current drawn from 

the fuel cell.  

1.1.3 Fuel Cell Reaction Kinetics  

Although the Gibbs free energy of the PEMFCs reaction is negative, meaning the PEMFCs reaction is 

thermodynamically spontaneous, this reaction still needs to be kinetically-activated. That is, the reaction 

rates are finite under fuel cell operating condition. An energy barrier needs to be overcome for the reaction 

to occur. Only the reactant in an activated state (at the peak of energy diagram in Figure 1.2.) can be 

converted into products. The reaction rate is determined by the probability that the reactant species can 

make it over the activation energy barrier. A catalyst can provide an alternative path that has a lower 

activation energy barrier. A lower activation energy barrier is expected to result in a faster reaction rate. 

 

Figure 1.2. Gibbs Energy change for an electrochemical reaction. An activation barrier (Ea) impedes the 

conversion of reactants to products. A catalyzed reaction has lower activation energy barrier (Ea
*
).12 

javascript:void(0);
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Statistical mechanics indicates that the probability of finding a species in an activated state is exponentially 

dependant on the activation barrier: 

 𝑃 = exp (
−Δ𝐺1

‡

𝑅𝑇
) (1.10) 

where P is the probability of finding a reactant species in the activated state, Δ𝐺1
‡
is the energy barrier 

(energy gap between the reactants and the activated species), R is the universal gas constant and T is 

the temperature (K). So the reaction rate of forward reaction (r1) can be written as: 

 𝑟1 = c𝑅
∗𝑓1𝑃 = c𝑅

∗𝑓1exp(
−Δ𝐺1

‡

𝑅𝑇
) (1.11) 

where 𝑐𝑅
∗ is the reactant surface concentration, f1 is the transformation rate from activated state to final 

products, and Δ𝐺1
‡
 is the energy barrier between the reactant and activated states. However, this is still not 

the net reaction rate, because the reverse reaction is happening too. Corresponding forward (r1) and reverse 

(r2) rates, the net reaction rate is defined as the  

 𝑟 = 𝑟1−𝑟2 (1.12) 

In a fuel cell, the reaction rate can be converted into current density (j) by: 

 𝑗 = 𝑛𝐹𝑟 (1.13) 

where n is the number of electrons transferred. Combining equations (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13), the overall 

current density of the reaction can be written as: 

 𝑗 = 𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑅
∗𝑓1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝛥𝐺1
‡

𝑅𝑇
) − 𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑃

∗𝑓2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝛥𝐺2

‡

𝑅𝑇
) (1.14) 

where subscripts “1” and “2” denote the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. 𝑐𝑝
∗ is the product 

surface concentration. 

 

Figure 1.3. At equilibrium, the chemical free-energy difference (a) across a reaction interface is 

balanced by an electrical potential difference (b), resulting in a zero net reaction rate (c).12 

Understanding the equilibrium state of a reaction is useful to analyze the energies of the system. At 

equilibrium, there is no net current density. That is, the forward and reverse current densities must balance. 

Using the HOR as an example, Figure 1.3(a) shows the free-energy of the reaction state(M-H) is higher 

than the product state([M+e-]+H+). It leads to unequal activation barriers for the forward- versus reverse-
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reaction directions and results in a net forward reaction. However, the net forward reaction creates a 

separation of electrons and ions at opposite sides of the interface(with e- accumulating in the metal electrode 

and H+ accumulating in the electrolyte). As shown in Figure 1.3(b), the separation of charges caused a 

potential difference (Δϕ) across the electrode-electrolyte interface. The separation of charges and ions 

continues until the resultant potential difference (Δϕ) counterbalances the difference in free energies 

between the reactant and product state. Figure 1.3(c) shows the combined effect of the chemical and 

electrical potentials. This balance results in an equal activation barrier (ΔG*) for the forward and reverse 

reactions, so the equilibrium current density (also known as the exchange current density, j0) is defined as: 

 𝑗0 = 𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑅
∗𝑓1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−∆𝐺∗

𝑅𝑇
) − 𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑃

∗𝑓2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−∆𝐺∗

𝑅𝑇
) (1.15) 

At the equilibrium condition, the two force (difference in chemical free energy between the reactant and 

product states; electrical potential difference which is created by charges and ions accumulate at opposite 

sides of the interface) contributions balance, leading to a dynamic equilibrium with zero net reaction. The 

electrons are not transferred to an external load and the ions are not consumed in further reactions. Both the 

anode and cathode have interfacial electrical potential differences. The sum of these interfacial electrical 

potential differences (Δϕanode+ Δϕcathode) yields the overall equilibrium voltage for the fuel cell, which is 

known as the Galvani potential. 

A change in cell voltage can affect the magnitude of activation barrier. Charged species are involved in the 

reaction as either reactants or products. The free energy of a charged species is sensitive to voltage. 

Therefore, changing the cell voltage changes the free energy of the charged species taking part in a reaction, 

thus affecting the size of the activation barrier. As shown in Figure 1.4 (using the HOR as an example), if 

the electrical potential is decreased by η due to an external bias, the free-energy for the forward and reverse 

reactions does not change(compared with Figure1.4(a)). The change in electrical potential break the balance 

between the forward and reverse activation barriers. The forward reaction activation barrier is (reduced by 

αnFη and the reverse reaction activation barrier is increased by (1-α)nFη. Here, α is called the charge 

transfer coefficient depending on the symmetry of the activation barrier and it denotes how a change in 

Galvani potential changes the activation barrier for forward and reverse reactions thus producing a net cell 

current. The change in Galvani potential as a result of an external load or an applied potential (η) is defined 

as the overpotential. Overpotential is the potential applied to the electrode-electrolyte interface to direct the 

net reaction away from equilibrium. In the fuel cell, the overpotential reduces the cell potential from the 

reversible voltage to a lower value.  
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Figure 1.4. With an external bias, η, the forward reaction is favoured over the reverse reaction.While the (a) of the 

chemical energy is the same as before, The external bias changes the electrical potential (b) upsets the balance between 

the forward and reverse activation barriers (c).12 

Combining the current density of the reaction counting formula in equation (1.14) and Figure 1.4, the 

relationship between the current density and activation overpotential can be described as 

 𝑗 = 𝑗0 exp (
𝛼𝑛𝐹𝜂

𝑅𝑇
) − 𝑗0 exp (

−(1−𝛼)𝑛𝐹𝜂

𝑅𝑇
) (1.16) 

Where j is electrode current density, j0 is exchanged current density, α is the charge transfer coefficient 

(between 0-1), η is activation overpotential. 

This equation is called as Butler–Volmer equation, which is broadly used as an excellent approximation for 

most electrochemical reactions. The Butler–Volmer equation basically states that the current produced by 

an electrochemical reaction increases exponentially with overpotential. In other words, if there are more 

current output from the fuel cell, there will be increases in voltage loss. 

In reality, a fuel cell typically operates at a voltage far away from equilibrium. Particularly when the η > 

50-100 mV at room temperature, only the forward reaction rate contributes significantly to current density. 

So the Butler–Volmer equation can be simplified to 

 𝑗 = 𝑗0 exp (
𝛼𝑛𝐹𝜂

𝑅𝑇
) (1.17) 

Solving for η yields 

 𝜂 =
−𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑛𝐹
ln(𝑗0) +

𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑛𝐹
ln(𝑗) (1.18) 

In a given reaction, the transfer coefficient (α) and the exchange current density (j0) are both constant. So 

the equation 1.18 can be further simplified into: 

 𝜂 = 𝑎 + bln(𝑗) (1.19) 

It is known as the Tafel equation, and b is called the Tafel slope. We can get the exchange current density 

(j0) and exchange current density (α) by fitting the line of η and ln(j).  

In summary, the kinetic parameters such as α and j0 an seriously affect the electrochemical reactions. Fast 

reaction kinetics (high α and j0) results in minor performance loss while sluggish reaction kinetics (low α 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_density
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charge_transfer_coefficient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charge_transfer_coefficient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overpotential
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/broadly
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and j0) results in severe performance loss. In PEMFCs, the HOR kinetics on anode is pretty fast, while the 

ORR on cathode kinetics is greatly slow because of its complicated multi-step reaction. Therefore, most of 

the activation overvoltage loss takes place at the cathode side. In practice, the kinetics of ORR on the 

cathode is five orders of magnitude slower than the oxidation reaction on the anode. 13  Therefore, the ORR 

at the cathode is the main limiting factor within the overall cell reactions.  

1.2 Oxygen Reduction Reaction  

As we mentioned before, the sluggish ORR is the key challenge in high-performance fuel cells as well as 

metal-air batteries. ORR is an extremely slow reaction because of the high bond energy of oxygen 

molecules (ΔH=498 kJ/mol). For low-temperature fuel cell, the lack of a sufficiently efficient ORR catalyst 

seriously limits the overall efficiency of the device. So researchers have put tremendous efforts into 

discovering and optimizing the ORR catalyst.14, 15  

It is generally accepted that ORR proceeds through two different pathways: (i) direct four-electron pathway 

(ii) indirect two-electron processes. In acidic media, oxygen can either be reduced directly into water 

molecules or be reduced to hydrogen peroxide as the intermediate species.  

 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂(𝐸
0 = 1.229𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.20) 

 𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂2(𝐸
0 = 0.695𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.21) 

 𝐻2𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂(𝐸
0 = 1.776𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.22) 

Instead of hydrogen peroxide and water as intermediate and product, the ORR generates peroxide anion in 

the indirect pathway and hydroxide anion as the final product in alkaline media.  

 𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 4𝑒− → 4O𝐻−(𝐸0 = 0.401𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.23) 

 𝑂2 +𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− → OO𝐻− + O𝐻−(𝐸0 = −0.076𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.24) 

 OO𝐻− +𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− → 3O𝐻−(𝐸0 = 0.878𝑉𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (1.25) 

Obviously, the four-electron reaction is favored pathway to ensure higher operating potentials and current 

efficiency. In contrast, the formation of the two-electron reduction product will reduce the effective 

electron-transfer number of ORR, leading to low energy conversions. Furthermore, the reactive 

intermediate species can form harmful free radical species that lead to membrane degradation. 

Understanding the role of catalytic active sites and the nature of intermediates involved in the ORR is 

extremely valuable for four-eletron pathway in both theoretical and practical aspects.16-19 It is important to 

elucidate those ORR processes at the atomic level, which may help to identify the rate-determining step of 

the ORR kinetics and the origin of the overpotential. However, the mechanism of ORR is complicated 

because there are multiple adsorption/desorption, electron transfer processes and reaction steps involving 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/seriously
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various oxygen-containing intermediate species. It is easy to be influenced by many experiment parameters 

such as oxygen partial pressure, temperature, electrolyte pH, potential and surface properties.20 Until now, 

there is no overwhelming consensus on the ORR mechanism because of the lack of appropriate 

experimental validation techniques which can precisely identify the composition of the intermediates 

formed during this reaction.21 

1.2.1 Oxygen Reduction in Acidic Media 

Oxygen reduction in acidic media has been known as an important electrochemical reaction in PEMFCs. 

Until now, under acidic media Pt-based catalysts remain the mainstay as catalyst materials for ORR. 

Therefore, we only discussed the ORR mechanism of Pt-based material under acidic media.  

In acid, the oxygen can be reduced over different catalysts following two different mechanisms.22 One is 

the simple dissociative mechanism,  

 1/2𝑂2 +∗→ 𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.26) 

 𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.27) 

 𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.28) 

Here, * denotes an active site on the surface, ads indicates the corresponding species that are adsorbed on 

the active site. First, the O=O bond can be broken and then form adsorbed atomic O during the O2 adsorption 

process. Then the adsorbed O further gaines two electrons and protons to form H2O in the two consecutive 

steps.  

Another associative mechanism is shown as follow23.  

 𝑂2 +∗→ 𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.29) 

 𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.30) 

 𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + 𝐻2𝑂 (1.31) 

 𝑂(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.32) 

 𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝐻2𝑂 (1.33) 

An alternative to forming water in step 1.33 is to form hydrogen peroxide: 

 𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + (𝐻+ + 𝑒−) → 𝐻2𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠) (1.34) 

 𝐻2𝑂2(𝑎𝑑𝑠) → 𝐻2𝑂2 (1.35) 

The associative mechanism can also be termed a peroxo mechanism. The first step (Reaction 1.31) 

represents the adsorption of O2 on active sites. Obviously, it depends on the number of active sites and the 

surface properties of the catalyst. Reaction 1.30 represents the first electron transfer of the ORR to form 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/precisely
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OOH(ads). After that, a portion of such an intermediate can be further reduced to produce water through 

reactions 1.33-1.35. The other may be reduced to produce H2O2 through Reaction 1.36-1.37. Depending on 

the catalyst used in ORR, the proportion of two- and four-electron transfer pathways vary, giving an overall 

electron transfer number of less than four.  

The ORR pathway is also believed to be affected by the adsorption and coverage of oxygen on the catalyst 

surface.24 If there are high oxygen coverage, an associative mechanism is dominant. At low oxygen 

coverage, ORR occurs via dissociative mechanism without the formation of a HOO (ads) intermediate.22 

Moreover, the situation varies on different electrode materials.13 

1.2.2 Oxygen Reduction in Alkaline Media 

ORR in alkaline media is supposed to be a vital electrochemical reaction in alkaline fuel cells and alkaline 

metal-air batteries. Compared with ORR in acid, it is more facile for both thermodynamic and kinetic 

reasons.19 A large number of non-precious-metal (Pt-free) catalysts have shown equivalent or even better 

electrocatalytic ORR performance than Pt in alkaline electrolytes.  

 

Figure 1.5.  (a)Different configurations of O2 adsorption on catalyst surfaces and (b) Reaction scheme of an 

associative mechanism and a dissociative mechanism for ORR.25, 26 

 

The ORR pathways and mechanisms can vary with the catalytic materials used. Even for the same catalyst, 

the ORR behaves as a structure-sensitive reaction, related to the active sites of the catalyst. The first step is 

the adsorption of O2 on active sites of the catalyst. Depending on the surface properties and the binding 

energy, there are four kinds of configurations of O2 adsorption on catalyst surfaces: top end-on, bridge end-

on, bridge side-on one site, and bridge side-on two sites (as shown in Figure 1.5). Then O2 (ads) can accept 

protons from H2O and electrons to form OOH (ads) by associative or directly dissociate mechanism to yield 

two O(ads). If only one oxygen atom is coordinated perpendicularly to the active sites in an end-on manner, 

one electron transfer is favored, mainly forming OOH(ads) to achieve the reaction by 4e pathway or series 

javascript:popupOBO('CHEBI:35223','c1cs15228a','http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=35223')
javascript:popupOBO('GO:0003824','c1cs15228a')
javascript:popupOBO('CHEBI:35223','c1cs15228a','http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=35223')
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2 × 2e pathways. In contrast, the O2 dissociation process is more likely to result in the direct 4e ORR 

pathway while the parallel coordination with two O atoms adsorbed on the surface. Both the above-

mentioned pathways may occur concomitantly and compete with each other. It is now generally accepted 

that 2e reduction primarily participates on carbonaceous materials and 4e reduction predominates on noble 

metals, while various ORR pathways exist for other metal and metal oxide.27 

 

Figure 1.6.  Schematic illustration of the double-layer structure during ORR in acidic (left) and alkaline (right) 

conditions.28 

In addition, non-covalent interactions between adsorbed species on the catalyst surface and hydrated alkali-

metal cations take great effect on the ORR characteristics.25, 27-31 Influence of the inner Helmholtz plane 

(IHP) and outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) electron transfer mechanisms are proposed. As shown in the double 

layer structure in Figure 1.6, the IHP is occupied by hydroxyl species, solvent water dipoles and 

chemisorbed molecular O2 in both acidic and alkaline media. The inner-sphere ORR mechanism (Figure 

1.6 inset (a)) typically involves the chemisorption of molecular oxygen followed by electron transfer. The 

OHP is populated by solvated O2 molecules and alkali metal ions in alkaline media or anions in acid media.  

In alkaline media (Figure 1.6 inset (b)), there are noncovalent interaction between the solvated molecular 

O2 and the specifically adsorbed surface hydroxyl groups via a hydrogen bond formation. The H bond 

formation is just enough to trigger the outer-sphere electron transfer to form superoxide radical anion (O2
•–

), thus promoting a 2e- reduction pathway forming HO2
- anion which desorbs into the electrolyte. In acid, 

this interaction is also presented but the barrier for the electron transfer is high enough to prevent the transfer 

through this outer sphere electron transfer mechanism. The surface independent outer-sphere electron 
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transfer mechanism leads to the availability of a variety of metals for ORR in alkaline media. However, this 

mechanism leads to ORR by inefficient 2 electron transfer process. It is critical to promote the inner-sphere 

ORR mechanism to increase the faradaic efficiency of the ORR.  

In conclusion, because of the high complexity of ORR kinetics,  an atomic-level understanding of the ORR 

mechanism is still a challenging task in many cases.26  

1.3 Catalysts for ORR 

1.3.1 Pt-based material 

 

Figure 1.7.  Trends in oxygen reduction activity plotted as a function of the oxygen binding energy.22 

Currently, Pt‐based catalysts are proved to be the state‐of‐the‐art catalyst for ORR in acid.32 Theoretically, 

the ORR activity can be describedby the binding energy of the oxygenated species on the catalyst surface. 

An optimal catalyst should have a moderate binding to the intermediates. If the catalysts bind oxygen too 

strongly, the activity is restricted by the removal of adsorbed O and OH intermediates, which in turn blocks 

the active site for further oxygen adsorption. If the adsorption on the electrode surface is too weak, the activity 

is limited by proton and electron transfer to adsorbed oxygen for catalysts.32 In Figure 1.7, a volcano‐shaped 

relationship between the ORR activity and O binding energy has been identified and it shows that Pt is the 

best catalyst for ORR. In practice, Pt supported on carbon black has been extensively used and considered 

to be the best catalysts since 1992 when it was firstly reported by Wilson et al.33  

However, there are still many issues that are failed to be addressed before reaching large-scale commercial 

implementation.34-37 On one hand, Pt is a scarce and expensive metal. The high price of Pt accounts for 

approximately 56% cost of a fuel cell stack.13 On the other hand, the poor long-term stability of such Pt 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/critical
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catalyst significantly curtails the lifetime and durability of PEM fuel cells. The lifetime of the state‐of‐art 

Pt catalyst maintaining high fuel‐cell performance is far less than the 5000 h set as the year 2020 target by 

the US Department of Energy (DOE). Therefore, how to reduce costs by reducing Pt loadings without loss 

of activity and durability remains a critical issue in ORR catalyst research.  

1.3.2 Non‐precious metal catalysts 

Non-precious metal-based ORR electrocatalyst has been emerging as promising alternative catalysts to 

Pt.11, 38-41 The non‐precious metal catalysts using abundant, inexpensive metal precursor have not only a 

comparable ORR activity to Pt, but also superior stability and methanol tolerance for ORR than Pt, 

specifically in alkaline media. 

Inorganic NPs, such as metal carbides, metal nitrides, metal oxynitrides, and metal oxides have been 

employed as highly active and stable precious-metal-free catalysts. Metal carbides such as tungsten carbide 

(WC) and iron carbide (Fe3C) are promising alternatives to Pt-based catalysts considering their interesting 

electronic structure and good electrical conductivity.11 Metal oxides, in particular, manganese and cobalt 

oxides, have also been investigated for ORR catalysis applications due to their easy preparation, reasonable 

activity, and considerable stability in an oxidative and alkaline environment.39 In addition to the single-

component metal oxides, perovskite-type mixed-metal oxides (ABO3, A = La, Ca, Sr, or Ba, and B = Ni, 

Co, Fe, Mn, or Cr) have attracted growing attention because of their high electrical conductivity and very 

high chemical stability.40 Besides, transition-metal nitrides (MNx, M = Mo, Co, Ti, Ta, etc.) and oxynitrides 

are of high interest for oxygen reduction owing to their good electrical conductivities and corrosion 

resistance.41 However, these materials usually show superb activity in alkaline conditions, but moderate 

ORR activity in acidic conditions. Future improvement of their ORR activity and stability via optimizing 

and controlling their size, phase, and morphology is necessary.  

One of the most promising non-precious metal electrocatalysts for ORR is transition metal-nitrogen-carbon 

(Me-N-C, Me = Fe, Co, Cu, Ni, Mn, etc.) complexes or composites because some of them have exhibited 

high ORR activity in both acidic and alkaline medium, in part due to the use of new synthetic methods.11, 

43 The synthesis strategy of the Me-N-C catalysts is similar, containing high-temperature pyrolysis of the 

precursors of metal salts, nitrogen-containing components on carbon supports. However, despite over 50 

years of study, the exact nature of the active site remains unknown due to the complex composition and 

structure. The prevailing concepts in the literature regarding active-site identity can be summarized mainly 

as follows: (a) M-N4 site 44 resembling the initial porphyrin and phthalocyanine which are retained during 

pyrolysis and incorporated into the catalyst surface; (b) metallic or carbide nanoparticle-related sites (Me-

Nx), 
45-47 which are formed via aggregation of metal atoms during pyrolysis and protected by layers of 
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graphitic carbon; and (c) activated C/N sites, which are formed by defects or heteroatom doping that 

influences the electronic properties of the catalyst surface. Further investigations of the ORR mechanism 

of Me-N-C have been done to boost the ORR performance of this group of catalyst. As shown in Figure 

1.8, proton transfer plays an important role in determining the activity and selectivity of Me-N-C catalysts, 

while for Pt and Pd no effect of proton transfer was observed.42 

 

Figure 1.8.  Possible mechanisms for ORR on (a) precious metal and (b) Me-N-C catalysts. RDS is shown in red.42 

However, there is still a big gap in ORR activity between non‐precious nanomaterials and commercial Pt. 

This drawback can be partially resolved by considering adding more non‐precious catalysts at the cathode 

for providing more active catalytic sites for ORR. Yet problems arise with the introduction of more catalyst 

into fuel cells, such as a severe technical problem with regard to mass‐transport property.  

1.3.3 Metal-free catalysts 

Apart from metal‐containing catalysts, metal‐free ORR catalysts have been intensively studied as 

substitutes for Pt/carbon materials have been widely used as active catalysts for ORR in metal-air batteries 

and fuel cells originating from their general advantages, such as excellent conductivity, superior chemical 

stability, and low cost.48-62 As shown in Figure 1.9, the carbon family consists of diamond, amorphous 

carbon, graphite, fullerene (C60), carbon nanotubes (CNT), and graphene. Among the carbon materials, 

One-dimensional (1D) carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and two dimensional (2D) graphene have attracted great 

attention for ORR due to their unique structural characteristics and outstanding physicochemical properties 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/carbon-atom
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/diamond
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/amorphous-carbon
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/amorphous-carbon
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/graphite
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/buckminsterfullerene
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/nanotubes
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/graphene
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such as large surface area, high mechanical property, good electrical conductivity, and excellent chemical 

stability.  

 

Figure 1.9. Carbon nanomaterials: (A) graphite, (B) diamond, (C) buckminsterfullereneC60, (D) single-wall 

carbon nanotube, (E) graphene, (F) heteroatom-doping of graphitic carbon structure, and (G) charge-transfer doping of 

graphitic carbon structure by electron donor (n-doping) or electron acceptor (p-doping) and the associated bandgap 

structures.48 

CNTs and graphene are constructed of sp2-bonded carbon atoms with abundant free-flowing π-electrons. 

however, these π-electrons in pristine carbon materials are too inert to trigger the sluggish ORR. With 

heteroatom (N, B, P, S) ‐doping, i.e. chemically attaching or incorporating them into the backbone of the 

respective carbon material, carbon π-electrons have shown activity due to the broke of electroneutrality and 

the spine density of sp2 carbon. Also, the electronic properties, surface structure, and electrochemical 

properties of the carbon materials can be tuned efficiently by heteroatom-doping. When the 

electronegativity of the dopants is larger than that of C (e.g. nitrogen), the active sites are the positively 

charged C atoms through conjugation with lone-pair electrons from N dopants.  When the electronegativity 

of the dopants is smaller than that of C (eg. boron), the paired covalent electrons will be slightly polarized 

towards the C atoms, forming local positive charge density on the B atoms, which could be taken as active 

sites for ORR. Co-doped carbon-based metal-free catalysts with different heteroatoms were found to be an 

efficient material solution to further improve the electrocatalytic activity of the ORR, as exemplified by 

B,N-CNTs63, S,N-graphene64 P,N-graphene.65 
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Intermolecular charge-transfer has also been reported to create good ORR electrocatalytic activities, as 

exemplified by certain polyelectrolyte (e.g., PDDA) adsorbed CNTs or graphene.66 Intermolecular charge-

transfer can also be achieved by charge-transfer doping carbon nanomaterials with small electron 

acceptor(s) or donor(s) (Figure 1.9. (G)), though the importance of charge-transfer doping to ORR has not 

been fully recognized. 

Compare with the metal-based (noble or nonprecious metal) ORR catalysts that have been extensively 

researched and developed for more than 50 years, however, the field of carbon-based metal-

free electrocatalysis for renewable energy technologies is still very young since the publication of the 

seminal paper in 2009.67 In-depth understanding of the type of active sites toward ORR and unambiguous 

identifying of different types of active configurations is imperative for developing advanced metal-free 

catalysts in terms of rationally selecting synthesis methods and precursors. 

1.4 Pt-Based ORR Catalysts 

In fuel cells, the ORR catalyst operates under harsh conditions (highly positive potentials and strongly 

acidic media), where the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of Pt is rapidly lost during cycling.68 As 

shown in Figure 1.10, different degradation mechanisms of Pt/C are summarized.69 

 

Figure 1.10. Simplified representation of suggested degradation mechanisms for platinum particles on carbon 

support in fuel cells.69 

The degradation of catalysts includes the two aspects of Pt metal and carbon support, which influence each 

other. During operation, platinum dissolution can occur in PEMFCs as dissolved platinum in the water 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/nanomaterial
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2451910317300182#fig0001
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/electrocatalysis
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/renewable-energy-technologies
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stream because the presence of Pt species in the membrane was detected. If the dissolved platinum is 

redeposited on other platinum particles, significant particle growth can occur and the according degradation 

mechanism is called 3D Ostwald ripening. If the dissolved platinum travel on the carbon support, it is as 

called 2D Ostwald ripening. Another possible mechanism for the growth of Pt is the coalescence of Pt 

nanoparticles via migration on the carbon support. Because of the high specific surface energy of the 

nanometer-sized Pt-based catalyst which is generally used in PEMFC, these nanoparticles inherently show 

a strong tendency to agglomerate. Meanwhile, the Pt can catalyze the oxidation of carbon and result in 

severe electrochemical corrosion of the carbon surface, which leads to changes in the surface chemistry of 

the carbon. The presence of oxygen-containing groups on carbon support can both decrease the conductivity 

and increase the hydrophilicity for the catalyst. Thus it can enhance flooding effects that can hamper the 

transport of oxygen to platinum within the catalyst layer and thus lead to a decline in performance. It is also 

assumed that the formation of excessive oxygenated functional groups at the carbon surface can weaken 

the interactions between platinum particles and support.  Then the movement of surrounding Pt particle will 

be accelerated, resulting in the detachment of whole platinum particles from the support.  

Thus far, a great number of researches have been devoted to dealing with the aforementioned problems and 

these strategies can be divided into three main categories: (i) The modification of Pt particle itself with 

precise controls of size, shape, composition, structure, and architecture;(ii) Surface engineering by 

modifying the coating of the Pt nanoparticle; (iii) Replacing conventional support with another appropriate 

catalyst support with high corrosion resistance and with strong interactions with Pt.  

1.4.1 The modification of Pt particle  

In this section, as shown in Figure 1.11, we will briefly review the recent literature on the modification of 

Pt particle itself for enhanced ORR activity such as shape controlling, alloying, building NPs, hollow and 

core/shell structure.20, 70-76 

javascript:void(0);
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Figure 1.11.  Recent important advances in new active and durable Pt‐based nanostructures for improved ORR 

catalysis.77 

ORR is structure-sensitive and heavily relies on the crystallographic orientation of the Pt surface.78 

Platinum has a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure, which typically has Pt (111), (100), and (110) 

index planes. Commercial Pt/C catalysts are usually bounded by low-index facets such as (100) and (111). 

It was found that the activity of ORR in a weakly adsorbed electrolyte, such as HClO4 solution, followed 

the order of Pt (100) ≪ Pt (111) ≈Pt (110).79 Furthermore, attempts to synthesize high index facets Pt 

nanocrystals have been taken. Pt nanocrystals with high index facets exhibit higher activities than Pt (111) 

because of their high densities of atomic steps, edges, and corners that act as active sites. Inspired from the 

ORR activity trend obtained on Pt single crystals, that is, high index planes > (111) > (100), efforts have 

been taken to synthesize shape-controlled nanostructures to optimize the structure effect. Different shape 

platinum catalysts have been developed, such as nanowires, nanotubes, thin film, branched nanoflower and 

nano dendrite. These materials exhibit improved catalytic performance because of the presence of low-

coordinated atoms situated on edges, steps, and kinks. The main issue with the shape-controlled Pt 

nanoparticles is their stability under ORR condition as they tend to evolve to thermodynamically 

equilibrated state.  

Size is also an important factor when optimizing a catalyst. Of course, the surface area increases with 

particle size. This gives rise to more sites where catalysis can take place. Therefore, a small Pt particle size 

has been preferred for a long time as the finely dispersed Pt on porous supports can maximize the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/catalysis
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electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) and mass activity (MA). Shao et al. found the maximum ORR 

mass activity on 2.2 nm Pt NPs in HClO4 solutions by investigating Pt particles in the range of 1–5 nm.80 

However, the underlying Pt particle size effect on ORR activity is a long-standing problem that has not yet 

been well solved due to the complicated mechanisms of ORR performance, related to size distribution, 

shape, and inter-particle distance.81-84 As the size of a nanometal cluster is further decreased to the sub-

nanometre scale and ultimately to an atomic level (Single-atom catalysts (SACs)), the unique selectivity 

shows up, which is distinct from nanoparticle catalysts.71-73, 85-88 Atomically dispersed Pt catalysts exhibited 

excellent ORR catalytic performance and relatively low cost owing to the maximum atom efficiency of 

Pt.89-95 Remaining challenges include tuning the active site structure to anchor Pt single atoms are further 

required to be addressed to ensure excellent activity and durability. 

Alloying Pt with low-cost transition metals can lead to significant improvements in atomic and electronic 

structure as well as the available surface sites, benefiting for tuning the binding strength of adsorbed species 

(reactants, products, spectator ions) with Pt. Great effects have been devoted to investigate the ORR 

properties of PtM alloys (M = Ni, Co, Fe, Cu, Pd, Rh, Ti, V, Cr, Mo, W etc.).96-104 It has been known that 

the activity enhancement on Pt alloys depends on their crystalline orientations. To tune the structural effect 

of the Pt alloys, one may is to synthesize shape-controlled Pt alloy NPs with only (111) facets exposed.105, 

106 Furthermore, recent advances in chemical synthetic methods have led to the formation of Pt‐based core-

shell and hollow structure.70, 107 The reasonable selection of the alloy metals and the precise control of the 

size, compositions, and structures of this Pt-based system can boost the final performance.  

1.4.2 Surface engineering 

ORR is very sensitive to the surface electronic properties and surface atomic arrangement or coordination 

of the catalyst. Hence, engineering the surface properties, which means modifying Pt nanoparticles surfaces 

with metal clusters, molecules, ions, organic or inorganic compounds, and protective layer can also lead to 

effectively tuned catalytic properties of Pt catalyst, enabling enhancement in terms of both activity and 

durability.108,109  

Decorating Pt NP surfaces with carbon or a silica layer can suppress the agglomeration, dissolution, 

migration, and detachment of Pt NPs and result in excellent stabilities.110-120 As shown in Figure 1.12, during 

operation PtNPs in the commercial Pt/C can be dissolved into small species and reprecipitated onto surfaces 

of larger particles or recrystallized at other positions, causing an increase of Pt NP size through diffusion. 

Also, Pt NPs could migrate on carbon supports and aggregate when the carbon below Pt NPs is oxidized. 

For ultrathin carbon layer (UTCL) coated Pt/C, the protective layer can hinder the migration, 

agglomeration, and detachment of Pt NPs from supports as well as mitigates the dissolution-growth process 
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of Pt NPs. So this method can offer a persuasive approach towards increasing the lifetime of catalysts. 

However, the ORR activity of these catalysts is highly dependent on the thickness of the protective layer.115 

Too thin carbon coating layers are not efficiently protecting the Pt NPs while too thick ones prevent the 

facial diffusion of the reactants onto Pt active sites. 

 

Figure 1.12. Schematic of the stable mechanism of ultrathin carbon layer (UTCL)coated Pt/C catalysts in terms of 

UTCL on Pt NPs. (A) Mitigating dissolution-growth of Pt NPs; (B) inhibiting Pt NPs from detachment (left) and 

migration (right).113 

Chemical functionalization of the metal surface is used for the rational design and improvement of Pt 

catalysts.121,122 This is based on the modification of the Pt surface by non-metallic molecules or compounds 

that can block the adsorption of poisoning species or influence the hydrophilicity and electronic property. 

Markovic's group used cyanide to modify platinum surfaces and develop new concepts for designing ORR 

catalysts. On the cyanide functionalized Pt(111) surface, activities of the ORR can change from a 25-/10-

fold increase in the presence of sulfuric/phosphoric acid anions to no effect in the presence of perchloric 
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acid anions, to a 50-fold decrease in alkaline solutions. This is because Pt surfaces with adsorbates can 

efficiently block the sites for adsorption of spectator anions while the oxygen reduction reaction proceeds 

unhindered.121  

The approach to modify the Pt NP surface with elaborately selected foreign species will open a new 

approach for the further evolution of Pt-based catalysts.  

1.4.3 Replacing conventional support  

As we mentioned before, the commonly used support of the Pt/C is carbon black because of its high surface 

area, excellent electronic conductivity, and chemical stability. However, the weak interactions between Pt 

NPs and the carbon support cannot anchor Pt tightly, leading to migration and aggregation of supported Pt 

NPs and a consequent decrease in the active surface area with the long-term operation. Carbon black also 

suffers from corrosion, especially under conditions such as start-up and fuel starvation in fuel cell operation. 

Carbon corrosion may result in separation of Pt particles from the carbon support and consequent 

performance loss. Appropriate catalyst support with high corrosion resistance and with strong interactions 

with the supported metallic catalyst should be introduced to improve ORR catalysts.123, 124 

Ideal support should possess satisfactory catalyst-support interaction, large surface area, excellent electrical 

conductivity, good corrosion resistance, ability to maximize the triple phase boundary, and satisfying water 

management capability to avoid flooding. Among them, new carbon support material such as carbon 

nanotubes, mesoporous carbon, carbon nanofibers, and graphene have attracted interest due to their better 

conductivities, corrosion resistance, and mechanical/electrochemical properties compared with commonly 

used carbon blacks. There are abundant π electrons on these graphitized carbon surface. Therefore, the Pt–

C interactions are partially covalent, due to the electron delocalization between the carbon π sites and the 

Pt d-orbital, and also partially ionic due to the electron transfer from Pt to carbon. These strong metal-

support interactions may help to inhibit Pt oxidation and dissolution during potential cycling. Furthermore, 

appropriate doping and functionalization can offer the possibility of controlling and improving several 

properties at the same time. For example, N-doped CNTs were used as excellent supports because the N 

doping can create electrochemically active defects on the CNT surface while preserving its electrical 

conductivity. Sun’s group demonstrated that uniform Pt nanoparticles with smaller size and better ORR 

activity were obtained from NCNTs than pure CNTs.125,126 Also, graphene and its derivatives have emerged 

as promising platinum electrocatalyst supports. This part will be discussed in details in the next chapter. 

Besides, non-carbonaceous materials such as metal oxides are considered to be promising support materials 

because of their extremely high corrosion resistance,127-129 and strong interactions between metal 

nanoparticles and the metal oxide support induced by electron transfer from the metal oxide to Pt. 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/satisfactory
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/mesoporous-oxide
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/metal-nanoparticles
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/metal-nanoparticles
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/electron-transport
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The electronic structure of the Pt nanoparticles can be modified by charge transfer, thereby affecting the 

activity of the catalyst. Also, long-term durability was much enhanced. This extremely high stability was 

attributed to tightly bounded Pt, which could suppress Pt dissolution and migration.130 

1.5 Graphene-based metal-free catalyst 

In recent years, 2D graphene-based materials have been applied as electrochemical catalysts because of 

their excellent conductivity and strength, high specific surface area (SSA) and tailorable surface chemistry, 

as seen in previous reviews.62, 131-133 Although the large SSA and high electrical conductivity of pristine 

graphene are supposed to be useful for the electrocatalysis process, in practice, with the strong van der 

waals interactions and π–π stacking between graphene layers, the 2D graphene nanosheets could easily 

restack and aggregate, which significantly diminish the SSA and hinder the rapid electron transport 

consequently limit their utilization. Moreover, a limited number of reactive sites of the pristine graphene is 

unacceptable to deploy them in practical use. Therefore, the center and forefront of this research area have 

moved into the exploration of chemically modified graphene (CMG) such as functionalized or heteroatoms 

doped graphene, and dimension-tailored graphene nanostructure.133-137  

1.5.1 Chemically modified graphene  

As mentioned above, pristine graphene is inert for ORR due to a low adsorption energy and a limited 

number of active sites. With doping, the electronic properties, surface structure, and electrochemical 

properties of the graphene can be changed efficiently. It is the most widely applied and most effective 

approaches for inducing intramolecular charge transfer in graphene frameworks and enhancing 

electrocatalytic activity. The neighbor elements of carbon such as B, N, and P are chemically relatively 

easy to be doped into graphene.49,138,139 These kinds of electrocatalysts can usually be prepared by annealing 

GO with the appropriate heteroatom containing precursor at high temperatures (> 900 °C). It is known that 

doping graphene with heteroatoms of either higher or lower electronegativities than carbon (χ = 2.55), such 

as N (χ = 3.04), B (χ = 2.04), and P (χ = 2.19), can induce electrocatalytic ORR activity through 

intramolecular charge transfer in the graphene matrix. 

N-graphene is the most studied graphene-based electrocatalyst due to its simple synthesis process and 

relatively good electrocatalytic performance. Nitrogen (N) is of similar atomic size (65 pm) to carbon (70 

pm), and its electronegativity is larger than that of C. The incorporation of N atom into graphene lattice 

plane could modulate the local electronic properties, as it could form strong bonds with carbon atoms 

because of its comparable atomic size with carbon and therefore could generate a delocalized conjugated 

system between the graphene π-system and the lone pair of electrons from N atom. The introduction of N 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/charge-transfer
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/long-term-durability
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/migration
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into carbon nanomaterials could improve both the reactivity and electrocatalytic performance, so the N-

doped carbon materials have been intensively studied among all the available heteroatoms for doping.140-

145 The ORR mechanism on N-graphene has been extensively investigated from both experimental 

and theoretical perspectives. As schematically illustrated in Figure 1.13, three common bonding 

configurations of N atoms in graphene is demonstrated, including pyrrolic, pyridinic, and graphitic (or 

quaternary) N.146 Graphitic (or quaternary) N refers to the N atoms that replace the carbon atoms in the 

graphene plane. Pyridinic N atoms locate at the edges of graphene planes and each N atom is bonded to 

two C atoms and donates one p electron to the π system. While in the case of pyrrolic N atoms, they are 

incorporated into the heterocyclic rings and each N atom is bonded to two C atoms, contributing two p 

electrons to the π system. However, there are the controversial conclusion to whether the pyridinic N 

configuration or the graphitic N configuration determines the ORR activity.56 

 

Figure 1.13. Schematic representation of different types of N atoms (graphitic, pyridinic and pyrrolic N).147  

Compared to the single-doped graphene, co-doped graphene have also been studied and show significantly 

enhanced ORR activity. It is suggested that two or more active centers could act synergistically in ORR to 

jointly promote catalytic activity. Typical examples are N,P-graphene,148 N,S-graphene,149 B,N-graphene150 

and N,S,P-graphene.151 However, the studies of the co-doping effect are very preliminary. Extensive 

investigations are needed to understand the exact formats and concentrations of the co-doped elements on 

the surface of the graphene, as well as their influence for the catalytic properties. 
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1.5.2 Dimension-tailored graphene  

 

Figure 1.14. (a) The TEM image of graphene quantum dots (GQDs).152 (b) The TEM image of graphene 

nanoribbons (GNRs). (c)SEM images of 3D-Graphene (3D-G). A digital photo of 3D-G is presented in the inset.153  

The slow mass transport in cathode is the major barrier for available power output of fuel cell.   

Nanostructured graphene materials have been identified as some of the most promising materials due to 

their high chemical stabilities, high electric conductivities and improved mass transport capabilities.153 The 

2D graphene can be a building block for a series of novel graphene-based nanostructures.154 As shown in 

Figure 1.14, graphene can be cut into small pieces: graphene quantum dots (GQDs), split into small slices: 

graphene nanoribbons (GNR) and scaffold into 3D graphene architectures: 3D-G. Since the intrinsic 

properties of graphene are almost maintained in these structures, they are defined as graphene family 

materials. Further, the graphene family materials also possess some fancy electrochemical performances 

compared with the pristine graphene.  

As shown in Figure 1.14(a), in terms of lateral length (usually <100 nm) and the thickness (in single and 

few layers (<10 nm)), GQDs are all nanometer-sized; the edge effects and properties associated with the 

quantum confinement are found in numerous papers.155-157 Tremendous attempts have been conducted to 

investigate the electrocatalytic activity of GQDs.158-163 Those results show that the existence of GQDs can 

drastically facilitate ORR performance through altering electronic characteristics and offering more active 

sites. Moreover, doping with heteroatoms in GQDs can offer more active sites and tune their electronic 

characteristics, thus improve the ORR performance. The GQDs can be used to build composite materials 

since their small dimension and easy tunability with heteroatoms doping. 
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The thin elongated morphology of GNRs is shown in Figure 1.14(b). The GNRs can be regarded as quasi-

1D material since a much shorter dimension than the other one in the plane. Because of their unique 

structure, the GNRs possess some exclusive features such as abundant edges, non-zero band gaps, high 

length-to-width ratio, and numerous activate sites, which make them extremely attractive to enhance the 

ORR activity.164-175 Due to the exposed edges along with the inherent size and high length-to-width ratio of 

GNRs, the ORR activity is promoted because of the significant reduction in the activation barriersfor the 

first electron transfer and the oxygen adsorption on active edges.  

In Figure 1.14(c), an interconnected 3D porous structure was constructed by physical cross-linking of 

randomly oriented wrinkled paper-like graphene sheets; the pore sizes could range from several hundred 

nanometers to several micrometers. In a macroscopic view, the 3D-G shows a certain shape morphology 

(cylindrical structure in most papers) with mechanical strength. All these 3D networks present similar 

properties such as high SSA, low density, strong mechanical strength, flexibility, high conductivity, and 

fast mass and electron transport kinetics. Obviously, these porous 3D-G structures could prevent the 

aggregation of graphene nanosheets, guarantee electron and mass rapid transport, and supply enough 

activate sites to promote the catalytic reaction, thus enhancing their performances in applications. Table 1.2 

lists a part of recent reports about the summary of some typical work of 3D-G based material on ORR. 

Table 1.2 Summary of some typical work of 3D-G based material on ORR   

The 

catalyst 
Electro-Catalytic Performance 

Onset 

potential 

Electron 

Transfer 

Number 

Ref 

3D-S, N-G 

Excellent catalytic activity including highly 

positive onset potential and high kinetic limiting 

current 

-0.06 V 

vs. Ag/AgCl 
3.3–3.6 176 

3D-N-G 
Lower onset potential than that of Pt/C, higher 

diffusion current density 

0.18 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.7 142 

N-macro-

mesoporous 

carbon/3D-G 

Excellent ORR activity, complete tolerance to 

methanol cross-over effect and excellent long 

term durability 

−0.05 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
- 177 

3D-N-G 

One of the best performed NGs for ORR 

electrocatalysis and is superior to other scalable 

preparation methods 

-0.2 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.8–3.9 178 

3D-N-G 
Large kinetic-limiting current density, long-term 

stability and good tolerance to methanol crossover 

-0.2 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.8–3.9 179 

3D-B, N-G 

A higher current generation capability, better 

stability, and superior tolerance to the methanol 

crossover effect 

-0.16 V 

vs.SCE 
3.4-3.8 180 

3D-S-G 
A much enhanced ORR catalytic activity as well 

as an especially high electrochemical stability 
- - 181 
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The 

catalyst 
Electro-Catalytic Performance 

Onset 

potential 

Electron 

Transfer 

Number 

Ref 

3D-N-G 
A truly metal-free electrocatalyst material for the 

oxygen reduction reaction in acid medium 

0.83 V 

vs.RHE 
2.6-3.5 182 

3D-G 
Multilayer 3D graphene exhibits higher 

electrocatalytic activity 

-0.252 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
- 183 

3D-N-S-

Graphene 

nanomesh 

Excellent electrocatalytic activity for ORR better 

than most of the graphene-based catalysts 

reported  

0.04 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.6 184 

3D-N-G 
Comparable electrocatalytic performance with the 

commercial Pt/C in alkaline 

-0.05 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.79 185 

3D-N-B-G 

The onset potential and current density of N and 

B co-doped 3D-G are comparable to those of the 

commercial Pt (30%)/C catalyst 

-0.04 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.8 186 

3D-N-B-G 

The onset potential, halfwave potential and 

limiting current density were comparable to or 

even better than those in previous reports 

-0.07 V 

vs.SCE 
3.9 187 

3D-N-G 

A high diffusion-limited current, superior 

durability and better immunity towards methanol 

crossover in alkaline solution 

0.9 V 

vs.RHE 
4.2-4.6 188 

3D-N-G 
Remarkable ORR activity and long term stability 

in both alkaline and acidic solutions 

0.83 V 

vs.RHE 
3.9 189 

3D-B-G 

Comparable to Pt/C (20 wt.%) catalyst, in 

addition to their superior durability and resistance 

to the crossover effect. 

-0.05 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
4.16 190 

GQDs/3D-G 
Enhanced electrocatalytic activity, good 

durability in alkaline solution 

-0.13 V 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
3.2-4.0 163 

3D-N-S-G 

Higher electrocatalytic activity and diffusion-

limiting current density, better stability and 

methanol tolerance 

-0.12 V 

vs. SCE 
3.5 191 

3D-N-G 

high specific surface area, porous structur, and 

free-stacking properties, and exhibit enhanced 

ORR performance 

 −0.03v 

vs.Ag/AgCl 
~4 192 

3D-N-G 

An excellent electrocatalytic activity toward the 

ORR with an efficient four‐electron‐dominated 

pathway and high durability in alkaline media.  

0.93v 

vs.RHE 
~3.94 193 

3D-N-G 

comparable electrocatalytic activity, higher 

selectivity and outstanding durability compared to 

commercial Pt/C in the alkaline media 

~0.9v 

vs.RHE 
3.7 194 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/electrocatalytic-activity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/durability
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/alkaline-medium
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Although there are various forms in the graphene family materials, they share some common properties. 

The large specific area, high accessibility, and superior electrical conductivity render these materials ideal 

candidates for the application in ORR. Especially 3D-G is the most promising ORR catalyst because of it 

easy preparation, high economical and efficiency, as seen in a large number of the latest excellent articles. 

The 3D open structure could suppress the stacking and aggregation of graphene layers and therefore provide 

a good conducting network. Moreover, the 3D-G could not only supply abundant active sites but also endow 

the material the features of fast reactants diffusion. In addition, these graphene family materials can easily 

be doped with heteroatoms and intrinsically alter electronic characteristics and facilitate ORR performance.  

1.5.3 Graphene-based supporting material  

Although most of the heteroatom-doped graphene, dimension-tailored graphene nanostructure metal-free 

catalyst mentioned showed very promising electrocatalytic activities which were comparable to Pt/C in 

alkaline media. PEMFCs that operate with acidic electrolytes are still far more commercially viable and are 

based on more mature infrastructure. Until now, there are rare graphene-based electrocatalysts reported for 

the acidic ORR. Fortunately, with the high conductivity, enormous surface area, abundant structural variety, 

and tailorable surface chemistry, the graphene is an excellent supporting material to allow the utilization of 

the unique features in acid.  

Graphene, with its sp2‐hybridized honeycomb structure, enhances mass transport and electron transfer, and 

the synergetic coupling between metal catalysts and graphene supports prevents the occurrence of particle 

dissolution and aggregation. Metal NPs grown on graphene have uniform particle size distribution relative 

to unsupported counterparts due to the strong interactions between metal NPs and graphene. 195 

Doped graphene and dimension-tailored nanostructural graphene are also used as supporting materials. 

Typically, heteroatom-doping could introduce anchoring sites for metal nanoparticle deposition. doped 

graphene is thus proposed to be able to stabilize the noble metal nanoparticles and improve the durability 

of the catalysts. 196-198 For doped 3D graphene, the 3D structure can provide multi-dimensional inter-

connected pores that facilitate electrons/reactants transport and maximize the triple-phase boundary for 

ORR. The high specific surface area enables the preparation of highly dispersed metal particles, while the 

doped heteroatoms can change the growth behavior of the subsequently deposited catalyst particles, 

resulting in catalyst–support interactions to increase the activity and durability of the Pt catalyst. 199-201 

1.6 Objectives of the work 

This Ph.D. project aims at designing and realizing a high performance, extremely durable, and low cost Pt-

based ORR catalyst and graphene-based ORR catalysts for fuel cell application.  
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Figure1.15.  A guide illustrating the arrangement of this thesis. 

As shown in Figure 1.15, the main objectives of this thesis are as follows:  

I. To build Pt NPs encapsulated within carbon layers supporting on CNTs (Pt/CNTs@C) with 

precisely controllable thickness structure. 

II. To synthesis platinum clusters anchored on doped graphene supports (Pt/Doped graphene) and 

discuss the support interaction effect. 

III. To prepare nitrogen and phosphorus co-doped graphene dots supported on nitrogen-doped three-

dimensional graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) metal-free catalyst with enhanced performance towards 

ORR. 

1.7 Thesis organization 

This doctoral thesis is composed of 6 parts and organized as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction: This chapter briefly introduces the background and fundamental knowledge of 

ORR in the fuel cell. Then the progress of ORR catalysts is presented in detail, in particular, Pt-based 

catalyst and graphene-based catalyst. 

Chapter 2: Experimental: This chapter is about the details of used chemicals, materials synthesis, the 

physical and electrochemical characterizations involved in this thesis. 

The Results parts are divided into three chapters.  

Chapter 3: Ultra-thin carbon coated Pt/CNTs: a highly durable electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction 

Chapter 4: Support interaction effect of platinum clusters anchoring on doped graphene supports for the 

oxygen reduction reaction  
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Chapter 5: N, P co-doped graphene dots supported on N-doped 3D graphene as metal-free catalyst for 

oxygen reduction  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Perspective: This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of this work and 

discusses the prospects in this field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

In this chapter, the detailed synthesis process, physical and electrochemical characterizations are 

introduced.  

2.1 Chemical and Materials 

CNTs (multiwall, several hundred nm in length and 15–30 nm in diameter) were purchased form Bayer. 

Pt/C (20%) was purchased from E-TEK. Triphenylphosphine (TPP, 99%), formic acid (HCOOH, 98 %), 

hexachloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6⋅6 H2O, 99.95 %), 4, 4’-azobis (4-cyanovaleric acid) (ABV, >75%), 

sodium lauryl sulfate (SDS), styrene (99.9%), hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2, 30%wt in H2O) and 

potassium permanganate (KMnO4, 97%) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 

95.0–98.0%), nitric acid (HNO3, 86%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 32% in H2O), perchloric acid (HClO4, 70%) 

graphite (graphite flake, natural, 325mesh, 99.8%) and potassium hydroxide (KOH, 87.1%), were bought 

from Fisher Scientific. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization agent 

poly(acrylic acid)(butyl acrylate) (PABA) was synthesized previously in our laboratory. 

2.2 Material Synthesis 

2.2.1 Carbon-coated Pt/CNTs catalyst  

The synthesis of N-acryloyl-D-glucosamine (AGA) and of the RAFT agent PABA containing 10 acrylic 

acid units and 5 butyl acrylate units were reported previously.35-37 The polymer encapsulation of Pt/CNTs 

was achieved as follows: typically, 40 mg of Pt/CNTs and 20 mg of PABA were dispersed into 8 mL of 

water and sonicated with 30% amplitude for 5 min (Fisher scientific sonic dismembrator 500, 400W) to 

yield a black stable Pt/CNTs@PABA suspension. Then 10 mg of ABV initiator was added to the above 

solution. Meanwhile, 300 mg of AGA, 200 mg of styrene and 10 mg of SDS were added to 8 mL of water, 

and the resulting emulsion was degassed with N2 for 30 min. Then a syringe (50 mL) was filled with the 

emulsion and fixed to a syringe pump connected to the Pt/CNTs@PABA dispersion. The Pt/CNTs@PABA 

dispersion was heated at 80 °C under magnetic stirring and the monomers were added in under N2 

atmosphere over a period of 5 h. Then, the dispersion was kept at 80 °C for another 2 h to complete the 

polymerization. The encapsulated Pt/CNTs was collected by centrifugation and dried in a vacuum oven. 

The product was then heated under N2 atmosphere at 550°C for 3 h. 
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2.2.2 Pt/N, P-graphene catalyst 

GO was synthesized by an improved Hummers’ method using natural graphite flake. The general method 

is: firstly, 1 g graphite powders were poured into the mixture of 92 mL concentrated sulfuric acid and 24 

mL nitric acid in a 500 mL flask (immersed in an ice bath). After the suspended solution was strongly stirred 

at 0 °C for 15 min, 6 g of KMnO4 was gradually added in the above mixture solution. The suspended 

solution was stirred continuously for 1 h. This process was named low-temperature oxidation. 

Subsequently, in order to increase the oxidation degree of the graphite, the mixture was heated to 80 °C and 

maintained for 30 min, and then 92 mL of deionized water was slowly added in. The suspension was stirred 

at 80 °C for 30 min again. After that, 5 mL H2O2 (30%) was added into the solution to reduce the residual 

permanganate. On completion of the reaction, the mixture was washed with 5% solution of HCl and water 

until sulfate could not be detected with BaCl2. Finally, the GO powders were dried at 80 °C for 24 h.  

For N, P-graphene synthesis, GO was dispersed in DI water, followed by the addition of triphenylphosphine 

(Ph3P) ether solution in a weight ratio of 1:5. Then the mixture was under ultra-sonication for 4 h and stirred 

for another 4 h at room temperature. This precursor solution was vacuum dried on 60ºC for at least 24 h. 

Subsequently, the powders were heated at 200 °C for 1 h under an argon atmosphere, and then the 

temperature was raised to 950 °C and kept for 15 min while feeding Ar (100 sccm) and NH3 (100 sccm) at 

room pressure. The preparation of N-Graphene follows similar procedures, without the Ph3P mixing 

process. For reduced graphene oxide (RGO), similar annealing process was achieved under inert argon 

atmosphere. 

Pt nanoparticles loaded on graphene material (include RGO, N-Graphene and N, P-Graphene) were 

synthesized by a traditional wet impregnation method. First, graphene material was added into water and 

sonicated for 2 h, followed by adding an aqueous H2PtCl6·6H2O solution(5 wt%). After 2-hour strong 

magnetic stirring, the products were washed with water and freeze-dried for 12 h. Then, the mild heat 

treatment of the powder was performed at 450℃ for 2 h under inert argon atmosphere with a flow rate of 

100 mL min-1. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/nitric-acid
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/ice
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/suspension
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/permanganate
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2.2.3 N, P-graphene dots/N-3DG catalyst 

 

Figure2.1. Photo and schematic Illustration of the freezing process of N, P-GDs/N-3DG. 

N, P-GDs/N-3DG was prepared by freeze-annealing approach. Briefly, 20 ml GO solution (10 mg/ml) was 

mixed with 1 g triphenylphosphine (Ph3P)(dissolved in ether) by ultrasonic treatment for 2 h. The mixture 

was then transferred into syringe and was fixed to a syringe pump connected to the liquid nitrogen, which 

was stored in a thermal insulation container (as shown in Figure 2.1). Once the GO solution contacted with 

the liquid nitrogen, a small ball was formed and sinked in the liquid nitrogen. The flow velocity was 1 

ml/min. The GO balls were kept in the liquid nitrogen at least 30 min. The obtained composite hydrogel 

was freeze-dried for 1 day. After that, the hydrogel was annealed under ammonia at 950 °C for 10 min. For 

the production of 3DG, the GO balls without adding TPP were annealed under argon at 300 °C for 1 h. For 

the N-3DG, the GO balls without adding TPP were annealed ammonia at 950 °C for 10 min. For P-

GDs/3DG, the GO balls with TPP were annealed under argon at 950 °C for 10 min. 

2.3 Physical Characterizations 

Various characterization techniques were used in order to characterize the structure and chemical 

composition of the materials. The technique used is listed and introduced briefly below: 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a powerful magnification technique to get the 3D image with 

information about the morphology and composition on sample surfaces. The powder samples were mounted 

on the holders using double-sided conductive carbon tapes. Then the images and energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) were achieved by Tescan Vega3 LMH.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to directly observe the morphologic, compositional 

and crystallographic information of the samples. The samples were firstly ultrasonic in ethanol solution and 

then dropped onto a Cu grid and excess solution was wicked away by a filter paper. The observations were 
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conducted with a JEOL JEM-2100F (ÉcolePolytechnique de Montréal, Montréal, Canada). Meanwhile, the 

EDS spectras were measured at different locations on the sample. The sizes of the nanoparticles were 

estimated by counting at least 100 nanoparticles with Nano measurer free software.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique used for determining the atomic and molecular structure of 

a crystal. The powder samples were packed to a flat surface onto a sample holder and then tested with 

Bruker D8 Advance with Cu Kα as an X-ray source.  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal analysis in which the mass of a sample is 

measured over time as the temperature changes. The samples were loaded into the crucible and performed 

under air atmosphere with a heating rate of 4 °C/min on an MS coupled Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TA 

Instruments TGA Q500 / MS Discovery, NanoQAM).  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive quantitative spectroscopic technique that 

measures the elemental composition, chemical state and electronic state of the elements that exist within a 

material. The samples were mounted on the holders using double-sided conductive carbon tapes and then 

were measured with a VG Escalab 220i-XL using Mg Kα line as an excitation source. All the spectras were 

calibrated by placing the C 1s principle peak at 284.6 eV. The XPS data were analyzed with the Casa 

software. 

Inductively Coupled Plasma / Optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) is an analytical technique used 

for the detection of chemical elements. After acid digestion and fusion by nitric acid and hydrochloric acid, 

the samples were dissolved and characterized by Agilent Technologie, 5100(NanoQAM, Montreal).  

2.4 Electrochemical Characterizations 

To evaluate the ORR performance of catalysts, a practical fuel cell by using membrane electrode assembly 

(MEA) is needed, intend to compare the perfomece of the catalyst to the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalyst. In 

most cases, this approach is impractical because it is difficult to exclude the influence from electrode 

structure and the mass-transport effects in the complicated MEA fabrication and test, which require a 

special procedure, equipment, and abundant materials. Moreover, this type of measurement shows the 

overall performance of the tested catalyst, but gives no insight into the underlying reaction mechanism on 

the catalyst surface. Therefore, the thin-film rotating disk electrode (RDE) and rotating ring-disk electrode 

(RRDE) which are the most widely used technique were mainly employed in this thesis to characterize the 

electrochemical behaviors of newly developed materials at the lab scale. A typical three-electrode cell used 

in an RRDE technique is shown below in Figure 2.2.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_in_physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_state
javascript:void(0);
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Figure2.2. Schematic of an RRDE setup in a three-electrode electrochemical cell. 202 

In this thesis, a Pt wire or the graphite rod were used as counter electrode. A saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) or mercury-mercury oxide electrode (Hg/HgO) was used as reference electrodes, in acid and alkaline 

media, respectively. The RRDE with a Pt ring and a GC disk (Φ 5.61 mm, 0.245cm2) was used as the 

substrate for the working electrodes. Before using, the RRDE were polished using aqueous alumina 

suspension on felt polishing pads. The catalyst ink is prepared as the following tables. Firstly, the catalyst 

was mixed with the solvent followed by sonication and agitation in a vortex mixer, which were then 

repeated for 3 times. Then the catalyst suspension was pipetted onto the polished GC (Pine Research 

Instrument) and wait for air-dry.  

Table 2.1  The recipe of the catalyst ink.  

 catalyst 
deionized 

Water 
ethanol Nafion(5wt%) 

Drop on 

disk 
Loading 

Pt based 

material 
5mg 85 μL 1650 μL 50 μL 9 μL 100 μg/cm2

catalyst 

Non-noble 10mg - 350 μL 95 μL 9 μL 802 μg/cm2
catalyst 

2.4.1 Cyclic voltammetry  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a potentiostatic electrochemical technique used to examine the electrochemical 

properties of electrodes. In cyclic voltammetry (CV), the applied potential of the working electrode is varied 

linearly with a constant rate between two potential limits, and the corresponding current between the 

working electrode and the counter electrode is measured accordingly. A typical CV of Pt/C (20%) at a 

sweep rate of 50 mV s-1in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 between 0.02 to 1.2 V vs. RHE is shown in Figure 

2.3. Positive current corresponds to anodic current and negative current represents the cathodic current. The 

CV can be divided into three regions:  
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Figure2.3.  The typical CV of the commercial Pt/C catalyst at a sweep rate of 50 mV s-1 in N2-saturated 0.1 M 

HClO4 between 0.02 to 1.2 V vs. RHE.  

(i) H region (~0.03 to 0.4 V vs. RHE), which is related to the molecular hydrogen re-oxidation/evolution 

and the atomic hydrogen adsorption/desorption (Hads and Hdes). When the potential increases from ̴ 0.02 to 

0.4 V vs. RHE (forward scan), the pre-adsorbed H atoms on Pt surface are oxidized to form protons which 

desorbs from the Pt surface and then diffuses into the electrolyte. When the potential decreases from ̴ 0.4 

to 0.02 V vs. RHE (backward scan), the protons in the electrolyte adsorb on the Pt surface and are reduced 

via H underpotential deposition. The multiple peaks originated from different crystalline facets of Pt. The 

charge associated with H adsorption or desorption is integrated to determine the number of hydrogen atoms 

adsorbed in a monolayer of coverage of the electrode surface, which can be used to determine the 

real electrochemical  surface area (ECSA) of Pt and some Pt-based catalyst by the following formula. 

 

HQ
ECSA=

Pt Hm q  (2.1)  

where QH is the charge for hydrogen adsorption region, mPt is the weight of Pt (mg) on the working electrode 

and qH is constant (0.21 mC cm-2) corresponding to the theoretical charge required for monolayer adsorption 

of hydrogen on Pt surface. 

(ii) Double layer region ( ~0.4 to 0.7 V vs. RHE), related to the double layer charging/discharging. The 

current measured in this region is not associated with a faradaic process and is just associated with 

capacitive effects due to the contribution from the large surface area carbon support and anionic adsorption 

of the electrolyte.  
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(iii) Oxide region (above 0.7 V vs. RHE), related to the Pt oxides formation/reduction. By the adsorption 

and dissociation of H2O molecules, the Pt can be oxidized into Pt-OH or Pt-oxide. During the backward 

scan, there is a peak related to the reduction of Pt-OH or Pt-oxide. 

In this thesis, the electrochemical measurements were all conducted at room temperature. Initially, 50 

potential cycles between 0.04 and 1.2 V (scan rate=100 mV s−1) were completed to make sure that the 

surface of the working electrode was clean. CVs of the all the catalysts were measured between 0.04 and 

1.2 V (scan rate=50 mV s−1) in an N2-saturated HClO4 (0.1 M) solution.  

2.4.2 ORR polarization curve 

 

Figure 2.4.   Typical ORR polarization curve. 

In this thesis, the polarization curves for the ORR on the samples were performed between 0.04 and 1.2 V 

(scan rate=10 mV s−1) in an O2- or N2-saturated HClO4 (0.1 M) with an electrode rotation rate of 1600 rpm. 

Then, the net Faradic current was obtained by subtracting the voltammogram recorded under N2 from the 

one recorded under O2.  

As shown in Figure 2.4, the typical ORR polarization curve can be divided into three parts in which ORR 

kinetics are controlled in different ways. (i) Kinetic-controlled region. The rate of ORR is quite low due to 

the insufficient overpotential to drive the ORR forward and the current density increases slightly as the 

potential decreases. (ii) Mixed controlled region. Both ORR kinetics and O2 mass transport affect the overall 

rate, where the reaction is accelerated as the potential drops, reflecting in a remarkable increase of the 

current density. (iii) Diffusion-controlled region. The rate-limiting step is the transport of oxygen to the 

catalyst surface and the current density reaches a platform at a certain rotating speed (id).  

Besides, there are two parameters including onset potential (Eonset) and half-wave potential (E1/2), which are 

usually used to verify the activities of catalysts qualitatively. The onset potential is defined as the potential 
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when the current density exceeds 0.1 mA cm2. The half-wave potential is a potential at which the current is 

equal to one half of diffusion current (id).  The more positive is the potential value, the more active is the 

catalyst. 

Kinetic current density (ik) is another important parameter in evaluating the intrinsic activity of ORR 

catalysts. It can be calculated by the following Levich-Koutechky equation, 

 
1
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  (2.3) 

where, n is the number of moles of electrons transferred in the half-reaction (number), F is the Faraday 

constant (96500C/mol), CO2 is the concentration of dissolved O2 (mol/cm3), DO2 is the diffusion coefficient 

of O2 (cm2/s), ν is the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte solution (cm2/s), ω is the rotation rate 

represented by the angular rotation rate (rad/s). 

Furthermore, the Tafel slope is also a criterion related to the surface mechanism. When the current is small 

in the high potential region, the Tafel plots can be drawn by the formula 1.19 (𝜂 = 𝑎 + bln(𝑖𝑘) ). 

The Tafel slope tells how much one has to increase the overpotential to increase the reaction rate by a factor 

ten.  The value of the Tafel slope can tell us which step is the rate-determining step. 

As the RRDE protocol shown in Figure 2.2, oxygen reduction takes place at the disk electrode to produce 

H2O2 or H2O. H2O2 produced at the disk electrode is radially transferred to the concentric platinum ring 

electrode by the forced convection caused by the rotating motion of the electrode. Subsequently, H2O2 is 

oxidized back to O2 at the ring electrode. So the electron transfer number (n) and H2O2 intermediate 

production can be determined from RRDE by the following formula. 

 𝐻2𝑂2% =
200𝐼𝑟/𝑁

𝐼𝑑+𝐼𝑟/𝑁
 (2.4) 

 𝑛 =
4𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑑+𝐼𝑟/𝑁
 (2.5) 

where Id is the disk current and Ir is the ring current. The collection efficiency of the RRDE was calibrated 

as N = 0.37. 
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2.4.3 ORR durability screening technique based on RDE 

2.4.3.1 ADT test 

A highly durable catalyst is crucial for the commercialization of fuel cells. The RRDE set-up can be used 

to conduct accelerated degradation testing (ADT) to investigate the durability of the catalyst materials. The 

ADT test of Pt/CNTs@C was carried out by potential cycling between 0.6 and 1.2 V in N2-purged 0.1 M 

HClO4 (scan rate=200 mV s−1). After the cycles with certain numbers, the CV was conducted and ECSA 

was estimated. Through the ECSA loss before and after ADT test, we can compare the stability of the 

catalyst 

2.4.3.2 Chronoamperometry 

Chronoamperometry is an electrochemical technique in which the potential of the working electrode is 

stepped and the resulting current from faradaic processes occurring at the electrode (caused by the potential 

step) is monitored as a function of time. A promising electrocatalyst should maintain a high steady-state 

current density with time. The chronoamperometric (CA) measurement was achieved at a constant potential 

of 0.8 V versus RHE using the carbon rod as a counter electrode. 
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3 ULTRA-THIN CARBON COATED PT/CNTS CATALYST 

Ultra-thin carbon coated Pt/CNTs: a highly durable electro-catalyst 

for oxygen reduction 

Titre de l’article: Ultra-minces revêtus de carbone Pt/CNTs: un électrocatalyseur très durable pour la 

réduction de l'oxygène 

Authors: Xin Tong, Jianming Zhang, Gaixia Zhang, Qiliang Wei, Régis Chenitz, Jerome P. Claverie, and 

Shuhui Sun 

Title of the journal: Chemistry of Materials, Publication Date: October 17, 2017 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.chemmater.7b04221 

Link between the following articles: 

In this article, we synthesized electro-catalysts composed of Pt NPs supported on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

and covered with an ultra-thin layer of graphitic carbon. Such hybrid ORR catalysts were obtained by an 

interfacial in situ polymer encapsulation–graphitization method, where a glucose-containing polymer was 

grown directly on the surface of Pt/CNTs. The thickness of the carbon coating layer can be precisely tuned 

between 0.5 and several nanometers by simply programming the polymer growth on Pt/CNTs. The resulting 

Pt/CNTs@C with a carbon layer thickness of ~0.8 nm (corresponding to ∼2-3 graphene layers) showed 

high activity and excellent durability with no noticeable activity loss, even after 20000 cycles of ADT test. 

This ultrathin carbon coating not only acts as a protective layer to prevent aggregation of Pt NPs but they 

also lead to a better sample dispersion in the solvent which is devoid of aggregates resulting in a better Pt 

utilization. 

We found that there are metal−support interactions between the supporting material CNTs and Pt. This 

metal−support interaction is believed to be the key to stabilize catalyst and modulate the electronic 

structure, thereby affecting the stability and activity of the catalyst. So we will use doped graphene which 

is more favored to be doped to study the support interaction effect.  
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Ultra-thin carbon coated Pt/CNTs: a highly durable electro-catalyst 

for oxygen reduction 

Xin Tong,†, ⊥ Jianming Zhang,‡, * Gaixia Zhang,† Qiliang Wei,† Régis Chenitz,† Jerome P. Claverie§,* and 

Shuhui Sun†,*  

† Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique-Énergie Matériaux et Télécommunications, Varennes, QC, 

Canada J3X 1S2. 

‡ School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Jiangsu University, Zhenjiang, China, 212013. 

§ Department of Chemistry, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC, Canada J1K 2R1. 

⊥School of Chemistry and Material Science, Guizhou Normal University, Guiyang, China, 550001. 

ABSTRACT: Nanostructures constituted of Pt nanoparticles (NPs) supported on carbon materials are 

considered to be among the most active oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts for fuel cells. However, 

in practice, the usage of such ORR catalysts is limited by their insufficient durability caused by the low 

physical and chemical stability of Pt NPs during the reaction. We herein present a strategy to synthesize 

highly durable and active electro-catalysts composed of Pt NPs supported on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 

covered with an ultra-thin layer of graphitic carbon. Such hybrid ORR catalysts were obtained by an 

interfacial in situ polymer encapsulation–graphitization method, where a glucose-containing polymer was 

grown directly on the surface of Pt/CNTs. The thickness of the carbon coating layer can be precisely tuned 

between 0.5 and several nanometers by simply programming the polymer growth on Pt/CNTs. The resulting 

Pt/CNTs@C with a carbon layer thickness of ~0.8 nm (corresponding to ∼2-3 graphene layers) showed 

high activity, and excellent durability, with no noticeable activity loss, even after 20000 cycles of ADT test. 

These ultrathin carbon coating not only act as a protective layer to prevent aggregation of Pt NPs but they 

also lead to better sample dispersion in solvent which are devoid of aggregates resulting in a better 

utilization of Pt. We envision that this polymeric nanoencapsulation strategy is a promising technique for 

the production of highly active and stable ORR catalysts for fuel cells and metal-air batteries. 

Introduction 

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are one of the most promising clean energy devices to convert 

chemical energy into electricity via a sustainable process.1-4 However, their performance is highly 

dependent on the sluggish kinetics of the cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) process, which itself 

is determined by the efficiency of the electrocatalyst.5-7 Platinum (Pt) nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed on 

carbon materials are currently considered as the best ORR catalysts.8,9 Despite their popularity, there are 
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still many issues that are yet to be addressed before reaching large-scale commercial implementation. 

Notably, the insufficient stability of such Pt catalyst significantly curtails the lifetime and durability of PEM 

fuel cells. On the other hand, in direct methanol fuel cells (MDFCs), methanol can diffuse from anode to 

cathode through the membrane, which can lead to cathode depolarization and thus to a significant reduction 

of the overall cell potential due to the methanol oxidation reaction on Pt.10,11 Thus, extending the lifetime 

and enhancing methanol tolerance of the cathode catalyst without reducing its activity and without 

considerably increasing its cost remains a critical issue in the development of PEM fuel cells. 

 In PEM fuel cells, the ORR catalyst operates under harsh conditions (highly positive potentials and strongly 

acidic media) and the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of Pt is lost during cycling, due to Ostwald 

ripening, dissolution and aggregation of the Pt NPs, as well as the corrosion and oxidation of the carbon 

support.12 One of the effective strategies to improve the durability of Pt catalysts is to employ novel 

supporting materials.13 For example, hollow core–mesoporous shell carbon,14 mesoporous carbon,15 ordered 

hierarchical nanostructured carbon,16 colloid-imprinted carbon supports,17graphene,9, 18 carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs)19-21 have been examined as alternatives to Vulcan XC-72, a commercial carbon black which is often 

used as benchmark support.22Among those, CNTs have shown encouraging results that have been correlated 

with their high conductivity, high surface area and excellent chemical resistance.19, 21 

Another successful strategy consists in protecting the Pt NPs in a shell.11,23-33 With the help of this protective 

layer, the Pt NPs are less prone to agglomerate or to detach from the support under highly oxidizing 

conditions. Among those, carbon shells have shown to prolong the catalyst lifetime,11,24,26,28,29,33,34 but with 

highly variable results which can be explained by the fact that too thin carbon coating layers are not 

efficiently protecting the Pt NPs while too thick ones are blocking the effective active surface of Pt.28 In 

this report, we designed a highly durable and active ORR catalyst by combining the excellent properties 

endowed by CNTs as support and the protective action of ultra-thin graphitic carbon layers with controlled 

thickness. Thus, Pt NPs supported on CNTs and encapsulated in carbon layers (Pt/CNTs@C) were prepared 

by a facile in-situ polymeric encapsulation-graphitization method which allowed a precise control over 

carbon thickness as well as a solid anchoring of the Pt NPs at the surface of the CNTs (Scheme 1). 

Electrochemical evaluations indicate that the electrocatalytic activity strongly depends on the thickness of 

the carbon coating layers. Once optimized, the thin coating around Pt/CNTs effectively inhibits the Pt 

catalyst aggregation or dissolution during cycling, while maximizing reagent mass-transport. Thus, the 

Pt/CNTs@C composite combines high durability and catalytic activity in ORR. It also shows a high 

methanol tolerance, overcoming the loss of ORR activity of Pt/CNTs in the presence of methanol. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
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Materials. CNTs (multiwall, several hundred nm in length and 15–30 nm in diameter) were purchased 

form Bayer. Formic acid (HCOOH, 98 %), hexachloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6⋅6 H2O, 99.95 %), 4,4'-azobis 

(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ABV, >75%), sodium lauryl sulfate (SDS) and styrene (99.9%) were all purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization agent 

poly(acrylic acid)(butyl acrylate) (PABA) was synthesized previously in our laboratory.35-37   

Synthesis of Pt NPs supported on carbon nanotubes (Pt/CNTs). Pt/CNTs were obtained by the chemical 

reduction of Pt precursor with formic acid (as shown in Scheme 1).37 Typically, 10 mg of CNTs were 

dispersed in 4 mL of H2O and mixed ultrasonically for ~1 h. Then 0.5 mL of formic acid and 2 mL of 

hexachloroplatinic acid solution (1 mgPt mL-1) were added to the above suspension. The mixture was stirred 

at 80 °C for 30 min until the solution turned from golden-orange to colorless transparent. The as-prepared 

product was washed 3 times with water and collected by centrifugation. Then the Pt/CNTs (Pt: 17 wt. %) 

were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 12h. 

Synthesis of Pt/CNTs coated with carbon layer (Pt/CNTs@C). The synthesis of N-acryloyl-D-

glucosamine (AGA) and of the RAFT agent PABA containing 10 acrylic acid units and 5 butyl acrylate 

units were reported previously.35-37 The polymer encapsulation of Pt/CNTs was achieved as follows: 

typically, 40 mg of Pt/CNTs and 20 mg of PABA were dispersed into 8 mL of water and sonicated with 

30% amplitude for 5 min (Fisher scientific sonic dismembrator 500, 400W) to yield a black stable 

Pt/CNTs@PABA suspension. Then 10 mg of ABV initiator was added to the above solution. Meanwhile, 

300 mg of AGA, 200 mg of styrene and 10 mg of SDS were added to 8 mL of water, and the resulting 

emulsion was degassed with N2 for 30 min. Then a syringe (50 mL) was filled with the emulsion and fixed 

to a syringe pump connected to the Pt/CNTs@PABA dispersion. The Pt/CNTs@PABA dispersion was 

heated at 80 °C under magnetic stirring and the monomers were added in under N2 atmosphere over a period 

of 5h. Then, the dispersion was kept at 80 °C for another 2h to complete the polymerization. The 

encapsulated Pt/CNTs was collected by centrifugation and dried in a vacuum oven. The product was then 

heated under a N2 atmosphere at 550°C for 3h. 

Characterizations.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were conducted with a JEOL JEM-2100F 

microscope equipped with a field emission gun running at 200 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were 

recorded with Bruker D8 Advance with Cu Kα as an X-ray source. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was 

performed under air atmosphere with a heating rate of 4°C min-1 on a  MS coupled Thermogravimetric 

Analyzer (TA Instruments TGA Q500 / MS Discovery). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was 

measured with a VG Escalab 220i-XL using Mg Kα line as an excitation source. 
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Electrochemical characterizations. An Autolab electrochemical system (Model, PGSTAT-302, 

Ecochemie, Brinkman Instruments) was used to characterize the electrochemical properties of the 

corresponding samples. In a three-electrode system, a glassy carbon rotating disk electrode (RDE) was used 

as the working electrode, a Pt wire was used as the counter electrode, and a saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) was used as the reference electrode. All potentials in this study were referred to reversible hydrogen 

electrode (RHE). The catalyst ink was prepared as follows, 5 mg of catalyst was mixed with 50 μL deionized 

water, 1650 μL ethanol and 85 μL of 5 wt% Nafion Solution (in lower aliphatic alcohols and water) 

followed by 30 min ultrasonication. Then 7 μL of the catalyst suspension was pipetted onto the polished 

GC (Pine Research Instrument, Ø 5 mm, 0.196 cm2,) to maintain a Pt loading of about 20 μgPt cm-2 for all 

tests. Then the working electrode was dried at ambient conditions before being immersed in a 0.1M HClO4 

solution. The electrochemical measurements were all conducted at room temperature. Initially, 50 potential 

cycles between 0.04 and 1.2 V (scan rate=100 mV s−1) were completed to make sure that the surface of the 

working electrode was clean. CVs of the all the catalysts were measured between 0.04 and 1.2 V (scan 

rate=50 mV s−1) in a N2-satuarted HClO4 (0.1 M) solution. The polarization curves for the ORR on the 

samples were performed between 0.04 and 1.2 V (scan rate=10 mV s−1) in an O2- or N2-saturated HClO4 

(0.1 M) with an electrode rotation rate of 1600 rpm. Then, the net Faradic current was obtained by 

subtracting the voltammogram recorded under N2 from the one recorded under O2. Accelerated durability 

tests (ADT) was carried out by potential cycling in a square wave between 0.6 and 1.2 V in N2-purged 0.1 

M HClO4 (scan rate=200 mV s−1). To calculate the ECSA of Pt, the following equation was used: 

HQ
ECSA=

Pt Hm q
 

Where QH is the charge for hydrogen adsorption region, mPt is the weight of Pt (mg) on the working 

electrode and qH is constant (0.21 mC cm-2) corresponding to the charge required for monolayer adsorption 

of hydrogen on Pt surface.38 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preparation of Pt/CNTs@C Composite. The Pt/CNTs@C nanostructures were synthesized via an in situ 

polymer nano-encapsulation method, followed by a graphitization process. As presented in Scheme 1, Pt 

NPs are first formed at the surface of the CNTs through the reduction of H2PtCl6 by HCOOH (Step i). The 

encapsulation of Pt/CNTs begins with the adsorption of the PABA RAFT dispersant constituted of acrylic 

acid and butyl acrylate units onto the CNTs surface via non-covalent interactions. The PABA molecules 

adsorbed on Pt/CNTs act as spacers which obstruct the formation of π‒π interactions between CNTs, 

allowing the uniform and stable dispersion of Pt/CNTs in water (see supporting Figure S1 and our previous 

reports).36,37 Afterward, upon the introduction of the monomers, an in situ growth of polymer chain occurs 
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at the Pt/CNT surface via RAFT polymerization (Step ii). As the RAFT process is a so-called controlled 

polymerization process, the newly formed polymer extends the RAFT dispersant chain, resulting in the 

formation of a block copolymer. Because the active RAFT dispersant is anchored at the surface of the 

Pt/CNTs, the hydrophobic block constituted by the newly formed polymer can effectively grow into a 

continuous polymer shell encapsulating the Pt/CNTs. Since the initial dispersion of PtCNTs is devoid of 

aggregates, the encapsulation occurs in a 1 to 1 fashion, leading to the formation of Pt/CNT@polymer 

coaxial structures. Herein, a special monomer, N-acryloyl-D-glucosamine (AGA), was used to form the 

shell as it contains a glucosamine unit which is a carbon source. However, the resulting glucosamine 

polymer tends to desorb from the CNTs surface as it is water soluble. Therefore, a mixture of AGA and 

hydrophobic styrene (S) (Step ii) was selected to form the copolymer shell. Since the amount of monomers 

(S + AGA) is much larger than the RAFT dispersant one, the asymmetric block copolymer is constituted 

of a long hydrophobic block, PSAGA, and a short surface-active block (the RAFT dispersant). The 

encapsulation process is exceedingly efficient as every Pt NP and CNT are trapped in a continuous shell of 

copolymer to form a Pt/CNTs@PSAGA structure (confirmed by TEM, Figure 1, see below). The uniform 

glucose polymer layer laid the foundations of next step. After being annealed at 550 °C under N2 

atmosphere, the polymer layer was pyrolyzed into a graphitic carbon shell (Step iii).  

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic process of Pt/CNTs@C and the corresponding reaction at each step. 
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Figure 3.1. TEM images of Pt/CNTs (a, b), PSAGA encapsulated Pt/CNTs before (c, d) and after (e, f) 

graphitization. Inset of (f) shows the HR-TEM image of Pt/CNTs@C. (g) Corresponding Pt NP size variation of all 

nanohybrids at different synthetic steps. The size distributions of Pt were analyzed by randomly selecting 100 NPs to 

measure their diameters. 

Structure Characterization. The morphologies of the nanostructures at each synthetic step were 

investigated by TEM. Figure 3.1-a and b show the TEM images of the Pt/CNTs at different magnifications. 

Clearly, the Pt NPs are uniformly distributed at the CNTs surface. After polymer encapsulation, as shown 

in Figure 3.1-c and d, a continuous and uniform polymer coating with a thickness ~ 5-8 nm is formed around 

each CNT, and the well separated Pt NPs are completely embedded in the polymer (Figure 3.1-d), indicating 

the successful encapsulation. After thermal annealing, the polymer layer is transformed into graphitic 

carbon layer covering all around the Pt/CNTs (Pt/CNTs@C). As displayed in the TEM images (Figure 3.1-

e and f), no significant aggregation of Pt NPs can be observed after annealing. High-resolution TEM (HR-

TEM) image (inset of Figure 3.1-f) further shows that each Pt NP is completely covered by a continuous 

graphene-like carbon coating with a thickness ~ 0.8 nm, corresponding to 2-3 graphene layers. The particle 

size of the Pt NPs was measured at each synthetic step (Figure 3.1-g). Remarkably, the size of Pt NPs 
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remains nearly unchanged, with a slight increase from ~ 2.4 nm to 3.6 nm due to the heat-treatment. By 

contrast, when Pt/CNTs composite (no polymer coating) is annealed under the same conditions, the size of 

the Pt NPs reaches ~ 6.7 nm (Figure S3). These results indicate that the carbon coating is efficiently 

protecting the Pt NPs from the coarsening process which is usually associated to a loss of catalytic activity 

in ORR.  

Table 3.1 Recipe for the synthesis of carbon coated Pt supported on CNTs with different thickness. 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated in Scheme 1, by increasing the amount of monomers, the final copolymer chain becomes 

longer, resulting in a thicker carbon coating due to a higher content of glucose unit. Thus, the thickness of 

the carbon coating can be precisely controlled by tuning the amount of added monomer.34 Table 1 lists the 

composition of the various Pt/CNT@C composites. The samples were analyzed by TEM investigations to 

assess the thickness of the C coating layer. Figure 3.2 presents the TEM images of the corresponding 

Pt/CNT@C composites listed in Table 1. The average thickness of the carbon coating gradually increased 

from 0.5 nm (a), to ~ 0.8 nm (b), ~ 1.5 nm (c) and ~ 2 nm (d) as the monomer amount increased, which is 

consistent with the controlled nature of the RAFT polymerization. Observations by HR-TEM indicate that 

the carbon coating is composed of distorted graphite-like carbon segments containing between a single (a) 

to ~ 5 graphene layers (d). However, for Pt/CNTs@C-1 (a), the carbon coverage is not complete, and bare 

Pt surface can be observed occasionally (arrows in Figure 3.2a). In this case, the size of the Pt NPs is 

augmented during annealing (~ 4.5 nm in diameter, see Figure S2), which is consistent with the insufficient 

polymer protection.  

Sample Pt/CNTs (g) PABA 
(g) 

ABV 
(g) 

Styrene 
(g) 

AGA 
(g) 

SDS 
(g) 

C coating thickness 
(nm) 

Pt/CNTs@C-1 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.1 0.15 0.005 ~0.5 
Pt/CNTs@C-2 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.2 0.3 0.01 ~0.8 

Pt/CNTs@C-3 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.4 0.6 0.02 ~1.5 
Pt/CNTs@C-4 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.8 1.2 0.04 >2 
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Figure 3.2. TEM images of Pt/CNTs@C samples prepared using different amount of monomers. (a-d) correspond 

to the Pt/CNTs@C-1 to 4, respectively, listed in Table 1. Insets show the HR-TEM images. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. TGA curves of Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C with a carbon coating of ~ 0.8 nm (Pt/CNTs@C-2 in Table 1) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) further confirms the content of carbon coating on Pt/CNTs@C sample. 

Figure 3.3 shows the TGA curves of the Pt/CNT sample with (red) and without (black) carbon coating (~ 

0.8 nm of thickness, Pt/CNTs@C-2). As reported, different oxidation behaviors can be observed in different 

structural forms of carbon, 40 and a less ordered carbon form tends to be oxidized at a lower temperature, 

whereas a well graphitized structure is more stable.39 For both samples, a sharp weight loss occurred from 
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~450 up to 500°C which could be assigned to the oxidation of CNTs.39 For Pt/CNTs@C sample, an 

additional weight loss of ~ 6.5 % appeared at the lower temperature region between 300°C and 400°C, 

which corresponds to the oxidation of the disordered graphene-like carbon coating. This relatively high 

weight loss indicates that the carbon layer not only covers the Pt NPs but also the CNTs (such layer is not 

visible by TEM because it is carbon over carbon).  

The crystallinity of Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C was assessed by XRD. As shown in Figure 3.4 (a), both 

Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C composites show a well-crystallized Pt and graphitic carbon structure. The four 

major diffraction peaks at ~39.8°, 46.3°, 67.5°, and 81.4° correspond to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) 

planes of the face-centered cubic (fcc) Pt (JCPDS No.04-0802).29 The peak at ~25.5° can be assigned to the 

(002) diffraction of the graphitic carbon in CNTs.41 After carbon coating (red), the Pt peaks become more 

narrow, indicating an increase of crystallinity. A decrease of the peak intensity ratio of the graphite (002) 

to Pt (111) is also observed, perhaps due to the less ordered structure of carbon coating compared to CNTs, 

which is consistent with the TGA analysis. 
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Figure 3.4. XRD patterns (a) and XPS spectra (b) of Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C. 

Surface chemistry variations of the Pt/CNTs samples with and without a carbon coating were examined 

using XPS. Figure 3.4 (b) shows the Pt 4f spectra of the samples before and after carbon coating. Both 

samples show the two typical peaks at high and low binding energy respectively corresponding to Pt 4f5/2 

and Pt 4f7/2. The Pt 4f signals can be deconvoluted into three doublets which can be assigned to the Pt0 state 

(red line), Pt2+state (blue line) and Pt4+ state (green line).25, 28 The abundance of the three oxidation states is 

not affected by the presence of the carbon coating, indicating that that Pt remains unchanged during the 

coating process. However, a slight shift of ~ 0.2 eV of Pt to higher binding energy (BE) is detected in 

Pt/CNTs@C compared to Pt/CNTs. The increase in Pt BE in Pt/CNTs@C may result in slightly weaker Pt-
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O binding in comparison to Pt/CNT samples, an effect which has been reported to lead to an improvement 

of ORR rates by inhibiting the formation of surface Pt oxides. 42, 43 

 

Figure 3.5. CV curves of different cycles on Pt/CNTs (a), Pt/CNTs@C-1 (b), Pt/CNTs@C-2 (c), Pt/CNTs@C-3 (d) 

and Pt/CNTs@C-4 (e). (f) CVs of the 1st cycle for all samples. CVs were recorded in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4.  

(50 mV s−1, room temperature).  

Electrochemical Properties. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were conducted to estimate the 

electrochemical performance of as-prepared material and the effects of the carbon layer on the catalytic 

performance. During the preparation of catalyst ink, the dispersion of Pt/CNTs in water is not colloidaly 

stable, leading to non-uniform electrodes. However, after carbon coating, a uniform dispersion of 

Pt/CNTs@C was readily obtained (Figure S4) which likely originates from the fact that the samples are 

prepared by carbonization of well-dispersed Pt/CNTs@polymer sample. As shown in Figure 3.5, the CV 

curves of all catalysts present the typical characteristic features of the monolayer hydrogen adsorption (Hads) 
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and desorption (Hdes) on Pt surface and of the formation/reduction of Pt-OH and Pt-O groups. However, for 

the samples with carbon coating (b-e), the peaks of Hads/Hdes are generally much lower in height and less 

well-defined compared with those of pure Pt/CNTs (a). With the increase of carbon coating layer thickness 

(samples listed in Table 1), the intensity of the peak of Hdes and Hads is decreased (f). For Pt/CNTs@C-1, 

the lower activity can be ascribed to the larger Pt particle size.44 For Pt/CNTs@C-4, the Hdes and Hads almost 

disappeared, indicating that the carbon layer is too thick and hinders the ORR and cause more sluggish 

kinetics. Besides, the Pt oxides reduction peak around 0.8 V has also nearly disappeared. By contrast, the 

Pt/CNTs@C-2 shows a more obvious Hdes/Hads and Pt oxidation/reduction peaks compared with other 

carbon coated materials, revealing a higher exposed Pt surface. 

The accelerated durability test (ADT) is a convenient method to evaluate the stability of the electrocatalysts 

in an accelerated fashion.38 In Figure 3.5-a, the catalytic performance of Pt/CNTs is deteriorated during the 

test, as shown by the obvious ECSA loss after 3000 cycles. In contrast, the performance of Pt/CNTs@C (b-

e) is more stable. The ECSAs in the first cycles are always the smallest, which may be due to the prolonged 

time necessary to activate the catalyst. Once activated, the CV curves of the catalysts do not show 

significant change over time, suggesting that the carbon layer protects the Pt NPs during ADTs. Thus, the 

carbon coatings exert two antagonistic effects on the ORR as it can improve the stability, but also reduce 

the catalytic activity more or less, depending on the layer thickness. Therefore, precisely controlling and 

optimizing the carbon coating thickness is highly desirable, yet, remains great challenge. 

 

Figure 3.6. ECSA as a function of reaction cycles for Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C-(1-4). The values of ECSA were 

calculated from the Hads/Hdes charge in CVs. 

The accelerated durability test (ADT) is a convenient method to evaluate the stability of the electrocatalysts 

in an accelerated fashion.38 In Figure 3.5-a, the catalytic performance of Pt/CNTs is deteriorated during the 
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test, as shown by the obvious ECSA loss after 3000 cycles. In contrast, the performance of Pt/CNTs@C (b-

e) is more stable. The ECSAs in the first cycles are always the smallest, which may be due to the prolonged 

time necessary to activate the catalyst. Once activated, the CV curves of the catalysts do not show 

significant change over time, suggesting that the carbon layer protects the Pt NPs during ADTs. Thus, the 

carbon coatings exert two antagonistic effects on the ORR as it can improve the stability, but also reduce 

the catalytic activity more or less, depending on the layer thickness. Therefore, precisely controlling and 

optimizing the carbon coating thickness is highly desirable, yet, remains great challenge.  

By integrating the charge in the hydrogen adsorption region (0 ≤ V ≤ 0.3 V), ECSA can be estimated to 

evaluate the catalyst properties. After the 1st cycle (Figure 3.5-f, also see Table S1), the ECSA of Pt/CNTs 

and Pt/CNTs@C-(1-4) are found to be 75, 33, 64, 35 and 11 m2/g, respectively. Except for Pt/CNTs@C-1, 

the ECSA decreases with the increase of carbon coating thickness, since the carbon layer acts as an obstacle 

for the catalysis reaction. The ECSA value of Pt/CNTs@C-2 is comparable to that of Pt/CNTs, suggesting 

that the hindrance caused by the carbon layer in this catalyst is minimized. The low ECSA value for 

Pt/CNTs@C-1 is mainly attributed to the larger size of Pt NPs caused by the annealing process at 550 oC 

but without sufficient carbon layer protection.  

The alteration of ECSA as a function of cycle numbers is summarized in Figure 3.6. For Pt/CNTs, a sharp 

drop of ECSA takes place after 3000 cycles, with only 50% of the initial ECSA remaining. By contrast, for 

Pt/CNTs@C samples, no obvious changes (except for the 1st cycle as mentioned above) occurred after 3000 

cycles ADT. Impressively, after 1000 cycles ADT, the ECSA of Pt/CNTs@C-2 is significantly larger (2 to 

4 times) than those of pristine Pt/CNTs and other carbon coated samples. The increase in ECSA over time 

for all carbon coated samples can be attributed to the slight corrosion of the carbon layer, leading to a 

gradual exposition of fresh Pt surface.28 Thus, a carbon coating thickness of ~ 0.8 nm (Pt/CNTs@C-2, 

Figure 3.5-c) offers the optimal compromise between activity and durability.  

Figure 3.7 shows the typical ORR linear sweep voltammetries (LSVs) for all samples under identical 

experimental conditions. The best catalyst should exhibit the highest possible value of half-wave potential 

(E1/2) and current values at 0.80 V (vs. RHE) (see Table S2 for details). The sample Pt/CNTs@C-4 shows 

the lowest values before and after ADT testing, indicative that the carbon layer is too thick.  Initially (before 

ADT testing), the “best” catalyst (based on E1/2, and current value at 0.80 V) is the Pt/CNTs catalyst. 

However, after 3000 cycles, the trend is clearly reversed, compared to Pt/CNTs, the Pt/CNTs@C-2 shows 

much higher E1/2 potential (0.84V vs 0.76V) and current density at 0.80V (3.1 vs 1.4 mA/cm2). The activity 

of Pt/CNTs@C-2 catalyst after 3000 ADT is still lower than the initial activity of the state-of-the-art Pt/C 

catalyst45-48, and more work is underway to improve the activity of this highly stable catalyst. Remarkably, 

the E1/2 potential and current values of Pt/CNTs@C have increased during ADT testing, whereas those of 
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Pt/CNTs decrease (by more than 50% for the current density), clearly indicating the protective role of the 

carbon coating. These results confirm that the Pt/CNTs@C-2 catalyst has a much better lifetime 

performance. In addition, the ORR performance of Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C-2 catalysts in the presence 

of CH3OH are shown in Figure 3.7(f). In the presence of methanol, there are obvious anodic peaks for 

methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) at around 0.8 V (vs. RHE) in the ORR polarization curves for all 

samples. Therefore, there are competitions between the ORR and MOR for all catalysts.10 Interestingly, 

Pt/CNTs@C-2 shows much smaller current density for MOR than that for Pt/CNTs, indicating the much 

better methanol tolerance of the former catalyst. This is because that the carbon shell could reduce/block 

the adsorption of methanol on the Pt surface. 

 

Figure 3.7. LSVs on Pt/CNTs (a), Pt/CNTs@C-1 (b), Pt/CNTs@C-2(c), Pt/CNTs@C-3 (d) and Pt/CNTs@C-4 (e) 

(before and after ADT test, 3000cycles) (f) Pt/CNTs and Pt/CNTs@C-2 in the presence of 0.5M methanol. LVs were 

recorded in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4. (10 mV s−1, room temperature)  
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TEM analyses were conducted for samples after 3000 cycles of ADT. Figure3.8 (a) shows that Pt NPs in 

Pt/CNTs (initial size 2.4 nm) agglomerated into irregular larger NPs of size ~ 11.5 nm. By stark contrast, 

no obvious aggregation is observed for Pt NPs in Pt/CNTs@C-2 (Figure 3.8-b, 3.9 nm after ADT vs. 3.6 

nm before ADT). This observation is consistent with all electrochemical tests, and confirms that the 

Pt/CNTs@C-2 is more electrochemically stable than the unmodified Pt/CNTs catalystThe TEM images 

(Figure 3.8) also indicate that Pt/CNTs@C is less aggregated (better dispersion in solvent) than Pt/CNTs 

without carbon coating. Indeed, during the polymer nanoencapsulation step, the carbon nanotubes are 

dispersed in water, forming a stable, homogeneous and aggregate free dispersion. 21 

 

Figure 3.8. The TEM images and the size distribution of Pt NPs of Pt/CNTs (a), Pt/CNTs@C-2 (b) after ADT. 

Furthermore, we evaluated the stability of Pt/CNTs@C-2 catalyst by a continuous 20000 potential cycling 

ADT test. As shown in Fig. 3.9(a,b),with cycling, the ECSA of Pt/CNTs@C-2 catalyst gradually increases 

due to the corrosion of the carbon coating and increased exposure active sites of Pt NPs. Interestingly, the 

ECSA reaches a plateau (~85 m2/g) at 2000 cycle and it remains stable for 10000 cycles, indicating the 

important role of carbon layer in preventing the aggregation of PtNPs. Even after extended 20000 cycles, 

the ECSA is still  ~64 m2/g which is close to the initial ECSA, and represents only a 25% loss compared to 

the plateau value. In sharp contrast, the ECSA of Pt/CNTs decreases continuously over time, as shown in 

Figure. 3.9 (c,d). Moreover, after 10000 cycles, the ECSA of Pt/CNTs is only 27 m2/g, which indicates a 
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~64% loss of its initial ECSA. In this test, Pt/CNTs@C-2 clearly demonstrates extremely high durability 

due to carbon coating.  

 

 

Figure 3.9. Long-term performance on CV curves of Pt/CNTs@C-2 (a) and Pt/CNTs (c). ECSA as a function of 

reaction cycles for Pt/CNTs@C-2 (b) and Pt/CNTs (d). CVs were recorded in N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4. 

 

Scheme 2. ORR reaction taking place on Pt/CNTs@C samples with different carbon coating layers. 
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Based on the above results, a possible mechanism for the significantly enhanced durability is proposed. In 

general, the size increase of the pristine Pt NPs is due to the Ostwald ripening .12, 26 The thin carbon layer 

wrapped on the Pt NPs not only acts as a protective layer but also a barrier between catalytic sites and 

reactants. The thickness of the disordered graphitic layer of carbon plays a key role to control the electro-

catalytic performance.34 A carbon coating of ~ 0.8 nm average thickness (Pt/CNTs@C-2, Scheme 2, left) 

is permeable to oxygen molecules without hindering the mass transport of molecular oxygen and the contact 

between oxygen and the catalyst surface. In addition, such carbon coating is sufficiently thick to prevent Pt 

NP dissolution or detachment from the CNT surface. Furthermore, it can reduce the adsorption of methanol 

(the methanol molecule is too large) on the Pt surface and shows higher tolerance to methanol. While, when 

the carbon coating is too thick, as depicted on the right part of Scheme 2, the oxygen molecules cannot 

easily reach the surface of the catalyst. In this case, the carbon layer mainly works as an obstacle for ORR, 

therefore, resulting in a lower activity of the catalyst.  

CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a facile in-situ polymer nanoencapsulation-graphitization method to prepare carbon 

coated catalysts (Pt/CNTs@C). The thickness of the carbon coating can be precisely controlled by varying 

the amount of added monomer, and the optimal thickness for ORR catalysis has been explored. This in-situ 

polymeric encapsulation-graphitization method leads to materials which are devoid of macroscopic 

aggregates (see Figure 3.1 and 3.8), thus overcoming the tendency of CNTs to bundle and to resist 

homogeneous deposition. Remarkably, after 20000 cycles ADT, the electrocatalytic activity of the Pt/CNTs 

@C sample with 0.8 nm carbon coating is comparable to the initial ECSA of Pt/CNTs before ADT cycling, 

demonstrating that proper carbon coating can significantly improve the stability of the Pt-based catalysts. 

Furthermore, it also shows a high tolerance to methanol after coating with carbon layer. As it is a facile, 

easily scalable and environmentally benign approach, this polymeric nanoencapsulation strategy is a 

promising technique for the design of highly active and stable Pt-based catalysts for ORR in fuel cells or to 

other electro-active devices.  
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Supporting Information. Optical images of catalyst dispersions, TEM images. This material is available 

free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.  
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Supplementary Figures&Tables 

 

Figure S1.  The digital image of Pt/CNTs(A) and Pt/CNTs encapsulated with PABA(B). 
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Figure S2.  The size distribution of Pt nanocrystals in Pt/CNTs@C 1. 
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Figure S3. The TEM image Pt/CNTs after annealing process (A)and the size distribution of Pt nanocrystals in 

Pt/CNTs(B). Without encapsulation process, the Pt/CNTs was annealed under 550 ºC for 2h directly(the 

same condition with the normal graphitization process). 
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Figure S4.  The digital image of Pt/CNTs ink (A) and Pt/CNTs@C S2 ink (B) for the electrochemical test. 
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Table S1.  The electrochemical surface areas on Pt/CNTs(20%), Pt/CNTs@C-1, Pt/CNTs@C-2, Pt/CNTs@C-3 and 

Pt/CNTs@C-4. 

CYCLES PT/CNTS PT/CNTS@C-1 PT/CNTS@C-2 PT/CNTS@C-3 PT/CNTS@C-4 
1 74.59 32.94 63.92 35.29 10.64 
500 71.17 36.09 76.38 41.68 17.78 
1000 60.21 40.59 80.48 44.52 19.21 
2000 48.04 43.36 88.04 47.43 19.67 
3000 35.68 45.01 87.65 48.04 20.16 

 



 

 

Table S2.  A comparison of the catalytic activity before and after ADT test. Data were obtained from the Figure8. 

SAMPLES 

FRESH SAMPLES AFTER ADT TEST 

Onset 
potential 

(v) 

Half-
wave 

potential 
(v) 

The current 
@ 0.8v 

(mA cm
-2

) 

The current 
@ 0.9v 

(mA cm
-2

) 

Onset 
potential 

(v) 

Half-
wave 

potential 
(v) 

The current 
@ 0.8v 

(mA cm
-2

) 

The current 
@ 0.9v 

(mA cm
-2

) 

PT/CNTS 0.99 0.85 3.4 1.1 0.94 0.76 1.4 0.23 

PT/CNTS@C-
1 0.96 0.70 1.1 0.14 0.97 0.74 1.5 0.30 

PT/CNTS@C-
2 0.99 0.78 2.2 0.57 0.99 0.84 3.1 1.1 

PT/CNTS@C-
3 0.94 0.67 0.75 0.17 0.94 0.69 0.92 0.17 

PT/CNTS@C-
4 0.89 0.63 0.30 0.04 0.89 0.65 0.53 0.04 
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Support interaction effect of platinum clusters anchoring on doped 

graphene supports for the oxygen reduction reaction  
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de réduction de l'oxygène  

Authors:  Xin Tong, Gaixia Zhang, Jerome P. Claverie, and Shuhui Sun 

Title of the journal: To be submitted 

Link between the previous articles:  

Based on previous research, metal−support interactions are supposed to be the key to stabilize catalyst and 

modulate the electronic structure, thereby affecting the stability and activity of the catalyst. Therefore, a 

fundamental understanding of metal−support interactions is extremely desirable to realize the rational 

design of efficient catalyst.  

In this article, we used three different kinds of graphene materials including unmodified graphene, nitrogen-

doped graphene (N-graphene) and nitrogen phosphorus co-doped graphene (N, P-graphene) as supporting 

materials to anchor platinum clusters. Then a comprehensive study of the support interaction effect to Pt 

clusters was discussed. The N, P graphene not only reduces the Pt size and facilitate the homogeneous 

distribution on the surface but also affects the Pt electronic structure that promotes the ORR activity. The 

Pt/N, P-graphene not only shows a high ORR activity, low Tafel slope, and 4-electron ORR pathway with 

low H2O2 yield but also excellent durability. 
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Abstract 

Increase the platinum utilization in oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is especially attractive for large-scale 

application of Pt catalyst in Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). However, the carbon support 

which is mostly used cannot stabilize highly-active Pt cluster or single atom effectively. Here three different 

kinds of graphene material- unmodified graphene, nitrogen-doped graphene (N-graphene) and nitrogen 

phosphorus co-doped graphene (N, P-graphene) were used as supporting material to anchor platinum. Then 

a comprehensive study of the support interaction effect on Pt supported on graphene material was discussed. 

The N, P graphene can not only reduce the Pt size and facilitate the homogeneous distribution on the surface 

but also affect the Pt electronic structure that promotes ORR activity. The Pt/N, P-graphene shows high 

ORR activity, low Tafel slope, 4-electron ORR pathway with low H2O2 yield and excellent durability. 

Introduction 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), which can directly convert hydrogen energy into usable 

electric power, have been regarded as hopeful candidates for efficient and clean energy conversion.1-5 

Though active catalysts are required to lower overpotential and to obtain higher voltage output on both 

anode and cathode sides, there is more demand for the cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) because 

of its sluggish kinetics(5 orders of magnitude slower than the hydrogen oxidation reaction at the anode). So 

far, Platinum (Pt) is still the most widely used ORR electrocatalysts with high activity and durability in 

acid. 6Owing to the scarcity and high price of Pt, the target of United States Department of Energy (DOE) 

is set to reduce the total Pt loading to 0.125 mgPt cm−2 from more than 0.4 mgPt cm−2 used on cathodes 

now.7, 8  
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Numerous effects have concentrated on reducing the Pt loading without sacrificing the performance by 

downsizing Pt particle into nanoscale even single atom,9-12 structure/shape control,13 alloying and 

composition tuning,14-16 and surface engineering.17 However, these Pt-based nanoparticles (Pt NPs) are 

extremely unstable and prone to agglomeration because of the high surface energy. The loss of active 

surfaces of Pt due to Ostwald ripening, migration and aggregation as well as their non-uniform dispersion 

are main barriers to reduce the performance of Pt-based catalysts. Different substrates are used to 

immobilize the Pt NPs.18-21 Carbon-based materials demonstrate excellent stability, large surface area, and 

high electric conductivity, making it an excellent supporting material for precious metal catalysts.22, 23 

Unfortunately, the carbon show inert characteristics and provide weak metal–support interaction. So surface 

modifications and heteroatom doping are desired to stabilize metal clusters through a strong metal-support 

interaction. Furthermore, the metal−support interactions can modulate the electronic structure of metal 

catalysts, thereby affect the activity and stability of the catalyst. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of 

metal−support interactions is extremely desirable to realize the rational design of efficient catalyst. 

However, it is complicated to study this metal−support interaction because it is susceptible to interference 

by the tiny difference of the surface morphology and chemical properties of the support. Graphene, a two-

dimensional carbon structure, can be seemed as a model supporting material that allows direct observation 

of Pt NPs morphology and further research of the metal-support interactions.24 In this study, Pt catalysts 

were anchoring on three different graphene supports. Unmodified graphene (reduced graphene oxide, RGO) 

was synthesized by thermal reduction of graphene oxide(GO) according to a modified Hummers method.25 

Nitrogen-doped graphene (N-graphene) and Nitrogen phosphorus co-doped graphene (N, P-graphene) was 

obtained by pyrolysis under ammonia using GO or the mixture of GO and Triphenylphosphine (Ph3P). Then 

the Pt catalysts are loaded on these different graphene supports by wet impregnation method. The 

morphological changes and electron delocalization induced by Pt−graphene support interaction of the Pt 

nanoparticles on different supports was discussed, thus obtained the effect on ORR activity. An assembly 

mechanism Pt supported on doped graphene and are proposed. 

Results and discussion 

As shown in Figure 4.1, three different kinds of graphene were used as supporting material. Firstly, GO 

was obtained after the modified Hummers’ oxidation process. Wet chemical method synthesized from GO 

was an efficient and regular route to get doped graphene because of its abundant oxygen-containing 

functional groups. Also, Triphenylphosphine (Ph3P) was used as a phosphorus source to produce N, P-

graphene. During thermal treatment, inert Argon atmosphere was used to get reduced graphene oxide 

(RGO) while ammonia was employed to nitrogen doping and reduction of GO simultaneously for the 
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production of N-graphene and N, P-graphene. Subsequently, Pt catalyst was loaded on graphene material 

(include RGO, N-Graphene, and N, P-Graphene) by traditional wet impregnation method followed by 

annealing under 450 ºC. Pt loadings of RGO, N-Graphene, and N, P-Graphene were found to be 4.88 wt%, 

5.03 wt% and 5.22 wt% by Inductively Coupled Plasma / Optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic Illustration of the Fabrication Process of Pt supporting on RGO, N-Graphene and N, P-

Graphene. 

The surface morphology of RGO, N-Graphene, and N, P-Graphene was probed with transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM). In low magnification TEM in Figure S1 (Supporting Information) these graphene 

material all show thin wrinkled and folded morphology with the presence of the Pt cluster responded as 

black dots. It seems like that the nanosheets in N, P-graphene are more crumpled than those in RGO and 

N-Graphene. The wrinkles and folded on the surface which means lots of open edge sites might originate 

from the structural distortion caused by the decrease of bond angles and increase of bond length during 

incorporation of P atoms.26 As seen in Figure 4.2(a, b), Pt nanoclusters are anchored and homogeneously 

distributed on the surface of the N, P-graphene materials. TEM images in (Figure 4.2c, d) show that larger 

Pt clusters are dispersed in N-graphene. There are large Pt particles with a limited number are found in Pt/RGO 

in Figure 4.1(e, f). The Pt particle size distributions (Figure S2) show an average particle size of 0.76 nm, 

2.7 nm and 4.43 nm for N, P-Graphene, N-Graphene, and RGO, respectively. The surface properties play 

vital roles in the Pt nucleation mechanism for the growth of Pt on the graphene surface. The N, P-Graphene 

support shows the highest abundance of surface nucleation sites for Pt attachment with the smallest cluster, 

and therefore reduce the size and facilitate the homogeneous distribution on the surface. To further 

investigate the compositional distribution of N, P-graphene, the EDX Elemental mapping was conducting 

and shown in Figure S3. Uniform and dense N, P and Pt signals were found all over the graphene support, 

implying success co-doping of P and N into graphene and homogeneously distributed Pt cluster.  
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Figure 4.2. TEM and HRTEM images of (a, b) Pt/N, P-Graphene, (c, d) Pt/N-Graphene and (e, f) Pt/RGO. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to characterize the surface composition and valence state 

information of RGO, N-Graphene and N, P-Graphene. The XPS survey spectra in Figure 4.3a display that N 1s 

and Pt 4f, N1s, P 2p, and Pt4f appear on N-Graphene and N, P-Graphene, respectively, which indicates the 

successful heteroatoms doping and Pt deposition. As seen in Table S.1 (Supporting Information), the oxygen 

content of N-Graphene and N, P-Graphene was much lower than in RGO, indicating a more effective reduction 

from the thermal annealing treatment in NH3 vs. Ar. Despite the greater oxygen-containing surface groups for 
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RGO, oxygen groups are be found not efficient to anchor Pt NPs in the previous study. 27The nitrogen content of 

Pt/N-Graphene and Pt/N, P-Graphene are 3.13 wt. % and 3.31 wt. %, respectively. The high-resolution N 1s 

XPS spectra (Figure S4) of Pt/N-graphene and Pt/N, P-graphene reveal the presence of pyridinic type N (398.1 

eV), pyrrolic type N (399.5 eV), and graphitic type N (401.5 eV) as well as N–O species (403.5 eV). New P-N 

peaks can be found in the Pt/N, P-graphene around 400.8 eV.28 As shown in Table S.2, more than 30% of pyridinic 

N is observed in both Pt/N-graphene and Pt/N, P-graphene. Besides, the P content in Pt/N, P-graphene is ~1%. In 

Figure S5, the high-resolution P2p XPS spectra of Pt/N, P-graphene were deconvoluted into three doublet 

components (2p1/2 and 2p3/2, ΔE=0.84 eV) due to the spin-orbit splitting.29 The three components in 2p3/2 can 

be assigned to P-C bonding (131.6 eV ), P-N bonding(133.0 eV) and P-O bonding(134.5 eV), respectively. The 

presence of P-N peak re-confirms that the existence of P-N bonded structure. In figure 4.3b, the Pt 4f signals can 

be deconvoluted into three doublets (Pt 4f5/2 and Pt 4f7/2, ΔE=3.33 eV) which can be assigned to the Pt0 state 

(71.5 eV), Pt2+state (72.6 eV) and Pt4+ state (74.5 eV). For Pt/RGO, the metallic Pt0 state content is 72% 

(Figure S6). It means that most of the Pt atoms boned with Pt atoms which is consistent with the large Pt 

particles in TEM images. In Pt/N-graphene, the high content of Pt2+ ions imply the presence of square-

planar-type Pt−N4 configuration.9, 30In contrast, the percentage (98%) of Ptδ+ in Pt/N, P-graphene is much 

higher than that of Pt/RGO (28%) and Pt/N-graphene (79%) due to the improved Pt dispersion with few 

particles on N, P-graphene.11 Besides, the positive shift of Pt peaks are following the trend of Pt/N, P-

graphene > Pt/N-graphene > RGO, illustrating there is an enhanced interaction between the Pt and graphene 

substrate in N, P-Graphene. 
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Figure 4.3. (a) XPS survey spectra and (b) high-resolution XPS spectra of Pt 4f of Pt/RGO, Pt/N-Graphene and 

Pt/N, P-Graphene. 

Figure 4.4a shows the rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curve of 

commercial Pt/C (20 wt.%), Pt/N, P-Graphene, Pt/N-Graphene, and Pt/RGO in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4. 

The onset potential and half-wave potential (E1/2) of Pt/N, P-Graphene are 1.06 V and 0.88 V versus 

reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), respectively, which are positive than those of Pt/C (0.95 and 0.83 V 

versus RHE), Pt/N-Graphene (0.90 and 0.73 V versus RHE) and Pt/RGO (0.85 and 0.58 V versus RHE). 

Therefore, the Pt/N, P-Graphene catalysts display superior activity towards ORR among the series. Compared 

with pristine graphene supporting material in Figure S7, anchoring Pt onto graphene significantly increase 

the ORR activity. Without Pt, the graphene materials show low ORR activity in acid solution. Compared to 

the ORR polarization curves of N-graphene and N, P-graphene, the values of onset potential and half-wave 

potential are very close. It hints that there is a synergistic effect to dramatically enhance ORR activity when 

deposited Pt cluster onto N, P-graphene, compared with Pt/N-Graphene. In other word, the ORR activity is 

promoted by the combining use of Pt cluster and N,P-graphene. 
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Figure 4.4. Electrochemical characterization of commercial Pt/C (20%), Pt/N, P-Graphene, Pt/N-Graphene, and 

Pt/RGO (a) LSV curves on RRDE in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 10 mV s–1 (rotation speed: 1600 rpm), 

room temperature. (b) Tafel region of ORR measurement. (c) H2O2 yields and Electron transfer numbers. (d) 

Chronoamperometric responses in an O2-saturated aqueous solution of 0.1 M HClO4. 

The mass-transport corrected Tafel plots were calculated through Koutecky–Levich equation to figure out 

the reaction kinetics. As shown in Figure4.4b, the Tafel slope of the Pt/N, P-Graphene catalyst is 60.5 mV 

dec−1, which is lower than that of Pt/C(67.8 mV dec−1), revealing a faster ORR kinetics derived from the 

synergistic catalytic effect of high activated Pt cluster and N, P -co-doped graphene matrix. Tafel slope of 

93.6 and 96.4 mV dec−1is obtained for Pt/N-Graphene and Pt/RGO, implying that the rate determine step is 

first electron-transfer in the ORR mechanism.31 The kinetic mass activity (Jm) at 0.90 V, which was 

normalized by the Pt loading, is used to evaluate the activity. As shown in Figure S8, the kinetic mass 

activity of Pt/N, P-Graphene catalyst is 170 mA mg-1
Pt, which is ∼6-times greater than that of the 

commercial Pt/C (21.8 mA mg-1
Pt). It reveals that the small Pt cluster which is supported on N, P-graphene 

can noticeably increase the utilization of Pt, thus improving ORR performance and lowering the cost at the 

same time. 

To deeply understand the ORR mechanism, the amount of hydrogen peroxide generated from the Pt ring in 

the electrode, and electrotransfer number during the ORR process were calculated from the disk and ring 

currents in RRDE measurements (Figure 4.4c). The electronic transfer numbers of the Pt/C (20 wt.%), Pt/N, 

P-Graphene, Pt/N-Graphene, and Pt/RGO catalysts in the potential from 0.2 to 0.7v were found to be in the 
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range of 3.88-3.97, 3.91–4.00, 3.87-3.94, and 3.81-3.87, respectively, revealing a nearly 4-electron ORR 

pathway. The peroxide yield results exhibit that Pt/N, P-Graphene has the best selectivity with low H2O2 yield 

(~4% in high overpotentials and ~0.2% in low overpotentials) over the whole potential range, whereas that of 

commercial Pt/C is ∼6% and ~1.5%. The low yield of H2O2 is expected because the intermediate H2O2 can cause 

corrosion of membranes and catalysts thus hinder fuel cell performance. The H2O2 yield of Pt/RGO is around 

10%, implying insufficient activate sites for this sample which can be attributed to the relatively-big particle size 

and low loading of Pt and the adverse effects for the residual oxygen-containing groups.  

To evaluate the stability of these catalysts for ORR, chronoamperometric (CA) measurement was carried out at 

a constant potential of 0.8v versus RHE. As shown in figure 4.4d, Pt/N, P-Graphene could keep ~85.7% of 

initial activity after 20k seconds whereas commercial Pt/C exhibited ∼34.8 % current loss over the same period, 

illustrating excellent stability of Pt/N, P-Graphene for ORR. By comparison, the current of Pt/RGO catalyst is 

drastically reduced, with a half current wastage after 20000 s. Longer time CA tests were performed with Pt/N, 

P-Graphene and Pt/N-Graphene. The Pt/N, P-graphene and Pt/N-graphene show slow current decay even after 

40000s, and relatively high currents of 84.9% and 68.1%, respectively. It can be attributed to the strengthened 

interaction between Pt particle and functional groups on doped graphene.24 The aggregation, dissolution and 

Ostwald ripening of the Pt particles and carbon support corrosion under harsh fuel cell operation condition can be 

avoided using the doped graphene as supporting material.   
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Figure 4.5. Schematic Illustration of the assembly mechanism of Pt supported on doped graphene. 

The assembly mechanism of Pt supported by doped graphene is discussed. In aqueous solution, the Pt 

precursor is anchored on graphene surface by electrostatic attraction due to electron transfer between C 

atoms and doped N, P atoms. During the high-temperature annealing process, some of the Pt complexes 

start to decompose and nucleate. Then the Pt cluster or Pt nanoparticles are formed taking the initially Pt 

nuclei as nuclei. The surface chemistry of the graphene supports significantly affect the deposition behavior 

of Pt atoms. As seen in figure 4.5 of RGO, its hydrophobicity and the defects-less surface are not conducive 

for the Pt deposition. The Pt atoms are prone to growth on the edges and few defects, causing a limited 

number of Pt nanoparticles.24, 30 Furthermore, the newly formed Pt nuclei tend to aggregates because of 

weak interaction between Pt and the un-doped graphene, which further diminish active sites. In contrast, 

the doped graphene is more hydrophilic and can provide enough anchoring sites to adsorb Pt complex ions 

homogeneously. The nitrogen, phosphorus and defective carbons may be ionically bonded or covalently 

bonded with platinum, thus ensuring uniform distribution of Pt nanoparticles. When it comes to N, P-graphene 

materials, they have a higher abundance of defeats and edges and therefore additional nucleation sites. 
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Besides, their interaction with platinum can be enhanced because additional P-doping could enhance 

asymmetric charge density and increased charge delocalization.32, 33 This strong bond causes the uniform 

distribution of the Pt small clusters and hinder further growth of Pt nanoparticles. In summary, large Pt particles 

with a limited number are found in Pt/RGO, while small Pt particles are homogeneously dispersed on N-

Graphene. For Pt N, P-Graphene， there are small clusters with efficient utilization. Furthermore, the doped 

atoms on the surface can also influence the valence electrons of Pt. Therefore, the supporting material will play a 

vital role in the activity and stability of Pt for ORR. 

Conclusion 

In summary, three different kinds of graphene were used as supporting material to anchor Pt by wet 

impregnation method. Then the support interaction effect on Pt supported by different graphene material 

was discussed. The surface properties can not only affect the Pt size and distribution on the surface but also 

affect the Pt electronic structure. The Pt/N, P-graphene showed high activity, low Tafel slope, 4-electron 

ORR pathway with low H2O2 yield and excellent durability because of its stronger interaction of the Pt 

atoms with the doped atoms. This study will supply a promising route for improving activity and durability, 

and also enrich the knowledge of support interaction effect in the catalyst field. 

Experimental method 

Doping heteroatoms into graphene 

All the chemical are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company unless specified. GO was synthesized by an 

improved Hummers’ method using natural graphite flake (325 mesh, metal basis). For N, P-graphene, GO 

was dispersed in DI water, followed by the addition of triphenylphosphine (Ph3P) ether solution in a weight 

ratio of 1:5. Then the mixture was under ultra-sonication for 4h and stirred for another 4 h at room 

temperature. This precursor solution was vacuum dried on 60ºC for at least 24 h. Subsequently, the powders 

were heated at 200 °C for 1 h under an argon atmosphere, and then the temperature was raised to 950 °C 

and kept for 15min while feeding Ar (100 sccm) and NH3 (100 sccm) at room pressure. The preparation of 

N-Graphene follows similar procedures, without the Ph3P mixing process. For RGO, similar annealing 

process was achieved under inert argon atmosphere. 

Loading the Pt Catalyst on graphene Materials 

Pt catalyst was loaded on graphene material (include RGO, N-Graphene and N, P-Graphene) by traditional 

wet impregnation method. First, graphene material was added into water and sonicated for 2h, followed by 
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adding an aqueous H2PtCl6·6H2O solution in a weight ratio of 1:20. After 2 hours of violent magnetic 

stirring, the products were washed with water and freeze-dried for 12h. Then, the mild heat treatment of the 

powder was performed at 450℃ for 2 h under inert argon atmosphere with a flow rate of 100 mL min-1. 

Physical Characterizations. 

The morphology of all catalysts was characterized by a JEM-2200FS transmission electron microscope 

(TEM) operated at 200 kV. The sizes of the Pt nanoparticles were estimated by counting at least 100 

nanoparticles with Nano measurer free software. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were achieved by Tescan Vega3 LMH. Inductively Coupled Plasma 

/ Optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) are characterized by Agilent Technologie, 5100. Chemical 

analysis of the surface was characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with a VG Escalab 

220i-XL using Mg Kα line as an excitation source.  

Electrochemical Characterizations. 

Electrochemical measurements were performed in a three-electrode cell with a bipotentiostat (Pine, Model 

PGSTAT-72637) workstation at room temperature. A Pt wire was used as the counter electrode, and a 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was served as the reference electrode, which was calibrated by a 

reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) before the test. The rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) (0.252 cm2, 

PINE Instrumentation) was used as the working electrode. The catalyst ink is prepared as follows, 5 mg of 

catalyst was mixed in a glass vial with 1650 μl of ethanol, 85 μl of water, 47.5 μl of 5 wt.% Nafion solution 

and five small glass beads, followed by sonication and agitation in a vortex mixer, alternatively, for three 

times. Then 18 μl of the catalyst suspension was dropped onto the GC electrode surface of RRDE (with the 

loading of ~10µg Pt cm-2). Before the electrochemical tests, the cycling voltammograms (CVs) between 

0.03 and 1.20 V (vs. RHE) at 200 mV/s for 50 cycles were run in an N2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 to activate 

the electrocatalyst. The linear sweep voltammograms (LSV) were recorded at 10 mV s-1, between 0.03-1.2 

V (vs. RHE). The chronoamperometric (CA) measurement was achieved at a constant potential of 0.8v 

versus RHE using the carbon rod as a counter electrode. The kinetic currents were calculated using the 

Koutecky–Levich equation: 

 
1

𝐽
=

1

𝐽𝑘
+

1

𝐽𝐿
 (1) 

Where J, Jk, and JL represent the measured, kinetic and diffusion-limited (Levich) current densities, respectively.  

The peroxide yield (H2O2%) and the electron transfer number (n) were calculated as equation (2) - (3): 
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 H2O2% =
200𝐼𝑅/𝑁

(𝐼𝑅/𝑁+𝐼𝐷)
 (2) 

 𝑛 =
4𝐼𝐷

(𝐼𝑅/𝑁+𝐼𝐷)
 (3) 

Where ID is the disk current, IR is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency, equal to 0.37 for the present 

case. 
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Figure S1.  Low magnification TEM images of (a) Pt/N, P-Graphene, (b) Pt/N-Graphene and (c) Pt/RGO.  
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Figure S2.  The size-distribution histogram of (a) Pt/N, P-Graphene, (b) Pt/N-Graphene and (c) Pt/RGO. 
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Figure S3.  SEM Mapping of C, O, N, P, and Pt of Pt/N, P-Graphene. 
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FigureS4.  High-resolution XPS spectra of N1s of (a) Pt/N, P-Graphene and (b) Pt/N-Graphene. 
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FigureS5.  High-resolution XPS spectra of P2P of Pt/N, P-Graphene. 
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Figure S6.   Normalized concentrations of Pt 4f binding configurations for Pt/RGO, Pt/N-Graphene and Pt/N, P-

Graphene. 
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Figure S7.  (a,b,c) LSV on RRDE of RGO and Pt/RGO, N-Graphene and Pt/N-Graphene, N,P-Graphene and 

Pt/N,P-Graphene in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 10 mV s–1 (rotation speed: 1600 rpm). 
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Figure S8.  The mass activity of these four catalysts normalized by the weight of Pt at 0.9 V versus RHE.  
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Table S.1  Elemental quantification of Pt/N, P-Graphene, Pt/N-Graphene, and Pt/RGO obtained from XPS results.  

 

Sample 

Element content /at. % 

C O N P Pt1 

Pt/RGO 82.65 12.47 - - 4.88 

Pt/N-Graphene 85.27 6.39 3.13 - 5.03 

Pt/N,P-

Graphene 
87.36 3.18 3.31 0.93 5.22 

 

1. Pt content were derived from ICP-OES. 
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Table S.2  Curve fitting results of the XPS N1s spectrum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Peak assign 

Pyridinic-N Pyrolic-N N-P Graphitic-N N-oxide 

BE(eV) % BE(eV) % BE(eV) % BE(eV) % BE(eV) % 

Pt/N-

Graphene 

398.1 36.63 399.5 29.12 - - 401.4 31.86 403.5 2.39 

Pt/N-P 

Graphene 

398.1 32.05 399.5 27.50 400.8 22.04 401.5 15.68 403.5 2.73 
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5 GRAPHENE BASED METAL FREE CATALYST 

N, P co-doped graphene dots supported on N-doped 3D graphene as 

metal-free catalyst for oxygen reduction  

Titre de l’article: N, P points de graphène co-dopée supportés sur N-dopée graphène 3D comme catalyseur 

exempt de métal pour la réduction de l'oxygène 

Authors:  Xin Tong, Mohamed Cherif, Gaixia Zhang, Jugang Ma, Ali Almesrati, Vidal François, Yujun 

Song, Jerome P. Claverie, and Shuhui Sun 

Title of the journal: To be submitted 

Link between the previous articles:  

Based on previous research, the doped graphene cannot only be used as supporting material but also the 

metal-free catalysts for ORR. Therefore, we synthesized nitrogen and phosphorus co-doped graphene dots 

supported on nitrogen-doped three-dimensional graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) by a facile freeze-annealing 

process.  

The as-obtained N, P-GDs are uniformly dispersed on the surface of the interconnected 3D porous network. 

The metal-free N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite exhibits excellent electrocatalytic activity for the ORR 

comparable to the commercial Pt/C catalyst. Moreover, it shows a higher tolerance to methanol and better 

stability than the Pt/C. This enhanced electrocatalytic performance can be ascribed to the synergetic effect 

of abundant functional groups and the edge defects.  
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ABSTRACT: Nitrogen and phosphorus co-doped graphene dots supported on nitrogen-doped three-

dimensional graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) have been synthesized by a facile freeze-annealing process. The 

as-obtained N, P-GDs are uniformly dispersed on the surface of the interconnected 3D porous network. The 

metal-free N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite exhibits excellent electrocatalytic activity for the oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) comparable to commercial Pt/C catalyst. Moreover, it shows a higher tolerance to methanol 

and better stability than the Pt/C. This enhanced electrocatalytic performance can be ascribed to the 

synergetic effect of abundant functional groups and the edge defects. This study indicates that P-N bonded 

structures play an important role as active sites in ORR.  

The exploitation of electrocatalytic reactions is one of the most up-and-coming strategies to convert 

chemical energy into electrical energy in an efficient and environment-friendly manner.1-4 Among these 

reactions, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is central for the efficient exploitation of renewable 

technologies such as fuel cells and metal-air batteries. The oxygen molecule is difficult to be reduced 

because of a strong oxygen double bond. The ORR can occur through two ways, (i) via a direct four-electron 

pathway where the oxygen is reduced directly to water, (O2 + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O) and (ii) via a two-step 

two-electron pathway where the oxygen is first reduced to hydrogen peroxide as an intermediate (O2 + 2H+ 

+ 2e– → H2O2). In fuel cells and metal-air batteries, the four-electron pathway must predominate in order 

to achieve a highly efficient catalytic process.  Up to now, Pt-based material is the most efficient ORR 

catalyst with a 4e- pathway.1 However, the mass-deployment of Pt-based electrocatalysts is curtailed by its 

high cost, poor availability and poisoning by CO. Therefore, various strategies such as the development of 

non-precious metal catalysts or even metal-free catalysts have been explored for the ORR.1, 4-6  

In the past decade, graphene is regarded as one of the most attractive candidates for catalysis, especially in 

energy applications, due to its high surface area, outstanding conductivity, high thermal/chemical stability 
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and excellent mechanical properties.7-12 Because graphene has abundant free-flowing π electrons, it has the 

potential to catalyze the ORR. However, the π electrons of the pristine graphene are too inert to be active 

for ORR.13 It is therefore essential to tune the electrical properties of graphene. Doping graphene with 

heteroatoms such as N, B, O, P or S is an effective way to modulate the chemisorption energy of O2, 

resulting in more catalytic sites, and consequently enhancing the ORR performance.2, 14 Among them, 

nitrogen is by far the most frequently investigated heteroatom as it has been proved to be able to enhance 

the electrochemical performance of the catalyst. When the carbon atoms bond with N dopants that have 

five valence electrons, more free π-electrons are available to participate in the catalytic process. 

Furthermore, the co-doping of graphene has recently been explored in recent years.15, 16 The dual-doped 

graphene is more catalytically active than singly-doped one because of the synergistic coupling effect 

between co-dopants. However, the synergy between these heteroatoms has not been fully understood yet. 

The 2D graphene layers easily aggregate and restack because of the strong van der Waals interactions, 

which results in a significant decrease of surface area and of the number of active sites, therefore, 

consequently in a lowering of the catalytic performance.17 One of the most promising routes to solve this 

problem is the building of graphene-based nanostructures such as graphene dots (GDs), graphene 

nanoribbons (GNRs), and three-dimensional graphene (3DG), which can be called graphene derivatives.18 

Graphene derivative materials can not only maintain the intrinsic properties of graphene, but also possess 

some unique properties such as abundant active sites and edge effects. Graphene dots (GDs), zero-

dimensional (0D) graphene with a size below 100 nm, have attracted much interest for efficient metal-free 

catalysts for ORR.19, 20 Similarly, the heteroatom-doped graphene dots (X-GDs) have been demonstrated to 

be electrochemically active toward ORR because the chemically bonded heteroatoms could alter the 

electronic characteristics of graphene and offer more active sites.21  

However, the low conductivity of the pristine GD electrode limits its ORR performance.22 Synergistic 

enhancement of the ORR activity is observed in composites of GDs supported on conductive substrates 

such as carbon nanotubes23 and graphene.21, 24  GDs can at the same time render the graphene active in ORR 

and create active sites for oxygen adsorption. 3DG, a highly porous graphene material, combines a very 

high surface area with good conductivity. As both mass transfer and electron transport are enhanced, such 

material has drawn widespread interest for potential applications in fuel cells.25-27 In particular, GDs 

supported on conductive substrates are usually synthesized by two-step methods due to the difficulty in 

synthesizing GDs. Wang et al. first prepared GDs from carbon fiber and then embedded them in graphene 

hydrogel by hydrothermal method. 24 Tam et al. synthesized boron doped GDs by carbonization of glucose 

followed by a hydrothermal process which leads to GDs composites.28  
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Herein, we propose a facile one-step and scalable freeze-annealing method for the synthesis of N, P-

graphene dots supported on N-3D-graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG). Firstly, triphenylphosphine (TPP) 

molecules were adsorbed on the surface of GO. The adsorption is facilitated by the presence of acidic 

groups (carboxylic acid, inter alia) that can interact with the basic TPP. In this hydrogel, GO sheets are self-

assembled to a network and TPP act as the cross-linking agent. By immersing the hydrogel into liquid 

nitrogen and followed by freeze-drying, the aggregation was prevented and the 3D network structure was 

maintained. The N, P-GDs synthesized in situ were uniformly distributed at the surface of N-3DG. The 

GDs in the composite can offer more catalytically active sites while the N-3DG not only acts as an excellent 

conductive substrate for electrons but also ensure the efficient mass transport of oxygen molecule and 

electrolyte during the ORR process. In addition, N, P-doping can effectively tailor their intrinsic electrical 

characteristics and surface properties.29 So the obtained N, P-GDs/N-3DG with synergistic enhancement of 

the ORR activity could become a promising catalyst in alkaline fuel cells. Further, it can provide an 

effective platform for fundamental investigations on the role of GDs and on heteroatom doping. 

 

Scheme 1. Schematic Illustration of the Fabrication Process and Structure of the N, P-Graphene Dots supporting 

on N-3D-graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG). 
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The N, P-GDs/N-3DG materials were synthesized by the following procedure described in Scheme 1. First, 

the GO was obtained by the modified Hummer’s method.30 Then, the TPP was added to the GO solution. 

The small TPP molecules are adsorbed at the surface of GO due to the development of acid-base interaction 

between surface acidic groups and the basic phosphine. Non-site-specific adsorption can also occur via 

hydrophobic interactions. Then the GO dispersion was dropped directly into liquid nitrogen through a 

spring pump with controlled speed (Scheme S1 in the Supporting Information (SI)). The as-prepared 

hydrogel was treated by the freeze-drying process to maintain the 3D monolithic architecture and then 

heated at 950 °C for 10 min under ammonia. During the annealing process, the labile oxygen functional 

groups on the GO were thermally removed, thus active sites were induced by both in situ N doping with 

ammonia treatment and by the growth of GDs, finally resulting in the compact packing of N, P-GDs on N-

3DG by π-π stacking. Significantly, both the solution based freeze-drying process and template-free 

pyrolysis process is easy to scale up with low-cost mass production. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the N, P-GDs/N-3DG are shown in Figure 5.1. It can 

be seen that uniform GDs with a diameter of ∼8.8 nm are deposited on the graphene sheet surfaces. The 

low magnification TEM image in Figure 1. (a) exhibits a wrinkled morphology, which is mainly composed 

of multilayered graphene sheets. The GDs are homogeneously distributed at the surface of the 3D network 

formed by graphene sheets. The GDs show spherical morphology (Figure 5.1b) with an average diameter 

of ∼8.8 nm and a narrow size distribution (4 to 20 nm, Figure 5.1b Inset). The scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) images of the 3DG, N-3DG, P-GDs/3DG and N, P-GDs/N-3DG are presented in Supporting 

Information (Figure S1). It can be seen that the as-prepared samples have a well-defined and interconnected 

3D porous network. The lateral dimensions of the graphene sheets range from sub-micrometers to several 

micrometers. The photographs of the samples are shown in the inset of Figure S1. These four self-assembled 

samples display quasi-spherical morphology with black color. Elemental mapping analysis (Figure 5.1. (c)) 

of N, P-GDs/N-3DG suggest the presence of C, N, and O components in the substrate and in the GDs. The 

N atoms are distributed uniformly throughout the surfaces of the graphene layer and are enriched in the 

dots. Interestingly, the P atoms are mainly located in the GDs, indicating that the TPP molecules have 

mainly formed the doped GDs and have not been incorporated into the graphene lattice. In addition, the 

nitrogen and oxygen contents are slightly higher in the GD region than in the graphene layers. This 

phenomenon indicates that there may be a larger variety of functional groups on the GDs and thus we may 

expect more active sites. 
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Figure 5.1.  TEM images of N, P-GDs/N-3DG. (a, b) Inset: corresponding size distribution histogram of N, P-GDs/N-

3DG. Elemental mapping images of N, P-GDs/N-3DG. (c) Dark-field TEM image, elemental mapping of  

C,  N,  O, P and the mixed elements with the dark-field image. 
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Figure 5.2.  (a) High resolution N1s XPS spectra of N-3DG (a) and N, P-GDs/N-3DG (b). (b) High resolution P2p 

XPS spectra of P-GDs/3DG (c) and N, P-GDs/N-3DG (d). Normalized concentrations of (e) N1s binding 

configurations for N-3DG, N, P-GDs/N-3DG and (f) P2p binding configurations for P-3DG, N, P-GDs/N-

3DG. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted to reveal the chemical composition of each sample. 

XPS survey spectra of 3D graphene, N-3DG, P-3DG, N, P-GDs/N-3DG are shown in Figure S2 in the SI. 

The oxygen content of 3DG is 20.1%, which is as high as expected as the sintering temperature was low. 

The oxygen content has been significantly decreased after high-temperature annealing under ammonia, 

implying that GO can be effectively reduced through ammonia treatment under high temperature. The N-

doping level in N-3DGs is 4.25% while it is 3.42% in the N, P-GDs/N-3DG. In addition, the P content in 

N, P-GDs/N-3DG is 1.45% while it is 0.82% in P-GDs/N-3DG. The high-resolution N 1s XPS spectra 

(Figure 5.2. a, b) of N-3DG and N, P-GDs/N-3DG reveal the presence of pyridinic, pyrrolic, and graphitic 

N as well as N–O species.31 The high proportion of pyridinic N can be observed in both N-3DG and N, P-

GDs/N-3DG. Significantly, there is a new P-N structure which can be found in the N, P-GDs/N-3DG 

sample. Its peak position is between the position of pyrrolic, and graphitic N.29  The normalized 

concentrations of P-N  in N1s binding configurations is around 20% (Figure 5.2.e), implying that the main 
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component in N, P-GDs is P-N bonded structure. The presence of P-N bonding shows the successful doping 

of N atoms into P-GDs.  In Figure 5.2. (c)(d), the P2p XPS spectra of P-GDs/3DG and N, P-GDs/N-3DG 

were deconvoluted into three doublet components (2p1/2 and 2p3/2 ΔE=0.84 eV). The three components 

located at 131.2, 132.1 and 133.7  eV in 2p3/2 can be assigned to P atoms bonded to C atoms (P-C bonding), 

to N atoms (P-N bonding) and to O atoms (P-O bonding), respectively.29, 32 Since the P element is mainly 

distributed on the GDs, the high-resolution P2p XPS spectrum only corresponds to GDs. Obviously, the C-

O bonding content in P-GDs is comparatively high (68%) while that in N-P-GDs is relatively low (8%) in 

Figure 5.2.(f). Instead, the content of P-N bonding in N, P-GDs is very high (52%), further confirming that 

most of the N atoms are directly bonded to P atoms in N, P-GDs.  It can be explained as follows. First, the 

basic TPP molecule interacts with surface COOH acid groups present at the GO surface (Figure S3). At 

high temperature, TPP is known to deoxygenate GO to lead to RGO and phosphine oxide, Ph3P=O.33 

Ph3P=O is not stable under 950 °C and leads to the formation P-GDs in Ar atmosphere. As the ammonia 

annealing was conducted at 950 °C, the phosphine can react with ammonia to form a phosphinimine, 

Ph3P=NH.34 Such phosphinimine is highly reactive, in particular in the presence of OH groups. 35 Thus, at 

elevated temperatures, a mixture of Ph3P=O and Ph3P=NH molecules are formed, which decomposes into 

N, P-GDs at 950 oC.   

 

Figure 5.3.  (a) CVs of four samples named as 3D graphene, N-3DG, P-GDs/3DG and N, P-GDs/N-3DG in N2-

saturated 0.1 M KOH at a scan rate of 100 mV s–1. (b) RDE polarization curves of the as-prepared 

materials and Pt/C 20% in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH at a scan rate of 10 mV s–1 (rotation speed: 1600 
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rpm). (c) Hydrogen peroxide yields and (d) electron transfer numbers of 3D graphene, N-3DG, P-3DG 

and N, P-GDs/N-3DG as the function of the electrode potential. 

The electrochemical performance of 3D graphene, N-3DG, P-3DG and N, P-GDs/N-3DG were studied in 

a three-electrode system in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte solution. Figure 3a shows the cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

curves of as-prepared catalysts within the potential range 0 to 1.2 V at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. All the 3DG 

materials exhibited quasi-rectangular CV curves as a result of the typical supercapacitance effect of 

graphene materials. As measured from the encircled area in CV curves, the electric double layer capacitance 

is larger in the N, P-GDs/N-3DG sample. The presence of a large quantity of N, P in N, P-GDs/N-3DG as 

well as graphene edges in this sample facilitates the adsorption of ions in the electrolyte, thus increasing 

the double-layer capacitance.36, 37 Furthermore, the electrocatalytic activity of as-prepared catalysts toward 

ORR was investigated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) using a rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE). 

Figure 5.3. (b) shows the LSV curves of different catalysts at a rotational speed of 1600 rpm in an O2-

saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte at a scanning rate of 10 mV s-1. The onset potential follows the order of 

3DG (0.72 V) < P-GDs/3DG (0.80 V) < N-3DG (0.88 V) < N, P-GDs/N-3DG (0.94 V). In all the 

aforementioned metal-free catalysts, N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite shows highest electrocatalytic activity 

in terms of most positive half-wave potential (0.81 V) and highest limiting current density (5.6 mA cm-2), 

indicating a more efficient ORR performance. The ORR onset potential and half-wave potential for N, P-

GDs/N-3DG are close to those of the state-of-the-art commercial Pt/C catalyst (1.0 V and 0.82 V, 

respectively). Moreover, the limiting current density of N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite is higher than that of 

the commercial Pt/C (4.9 mA cm-2) which is attributed to the high surface area of the N, P-GDs/N-3DG 

sample. In addition, Figure 5.3 (c) shows that the H2O2 yield of N, P-GDs/N-3DG is lower than the other 

composites at all potentials in 0.1 M KOH. The low H2O2 yield confirms the high selectivity of N, P-

GDs/N-3DG. Among the various catalyst materials, N, P-GDs/N-3DG has the highest electron-transfer 

number (3.75 in Figure 5.3.d), revealing that the N, P-dots/N-3DG favors a direct 4e− pathway. The 

methanol tolerance, which is a highly desirable feature of efficient electrocatalysts for the fuel cell 

application, was investigated for N, P-GDs/N-3DG and Pt/C samples, as presented in Figure S3 (a). After 

methanol was added to the electrolyte, the chronoamperometric response for the N, P- GDs/N-3DG 

remained stable, whereas the Pt/C catalyst showed a significant drop due to the methanol oxidation reaction 

on the Pt/C catalyst. The durability of theN, P-GDs/N-3DG and Pt/C catalysts was evaluated by carrying 

out chronoamperometric measurements in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at 0.8 V (vs. the RHE) with a 

rotation speed of 1600 rpm (Figure S3 b). A slight current density loss (6.7%) was observed for the N, P-

GDs/N-3DG after 30,000 s tests. This loss is clearly lower than that in commercial Pt/C catalyst (∼35% 

after 20000 s) under the same conditions, indicating that our catalyst possesses a more stable electrocatalytic 

performance. 
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Based on the electrochemical analysis of as-prepared composites, the superior electrocatalytic activity of 

N, P-GDs/N-3DG is clear. The main reason is that the GDs can offer more catalytic active sites while the 

N-3DG acts as a conductive substrate.28, 38 DFT calculations were performed in order better understanding 

the electrocatalytic activity of N, P-GDs/N-3DG. Because the prerequisite step for the reduction of oxygen 

in fuel cells is the adsorption of O2 molecules on the catalyst surface, the adsorption energies of oxygen 

(Eads) on various bond structures were calculated to determine the active sites where O2 could adsorb. The 

adsorption energy of molecular oxygen (O2) was calculated by 

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑃 𝑁⁄ 𝐶⁄ /𝑂2 − 𝐸𝑃 𝑁⁄ 𝐶⁄ −𝐸𝑂2 

Where E P/N/C/O2 is the energy of the adsorbate/graphene system and E P/N/C is the energy of co-doped 

graphene and EO2  is the energy of the free oxygen molecule. 

 First, the O2 molecule was placed at different positions on the structure, taking into consideration the side–

on (parallel to plane) and head-on (perpendicular to the plane) orientations. Then, the site with the strongest 

O2  adsorption was determined by determining by DFT calculations the most negative adsorption energy. 

To consider the doping effect, the configurations of an initial oxygen position are constrained to the site 

near the doped atoms. Such sites are shown in Figure 4 for P-N bonded structure (P directly bonded with 

N) and P-C, N-C bonded structure (P bonded with C and N bonded with C separately).  The calculated Eads 

for the P-N bond structure are -3.994 eV and -3.998 eV, respectively, for side-on and head-on orientations 

whereas they are -2.81 eV and -2.97 eV, respectively, for the P-C, N-C bonded structure. Therefore, the 

adsorption of O2 on the P-N bond structure is more favorable than on the P-C, N-C structure. Other 

calculated O2 adsorption energies in different position are shown in Fig. S4–S6. In addition, the oxygen 

molecule adsorb by the P atom on side-on direction in any configurations of an initial O2 position after 

simulation process (shown in figure S7).These theoretical investigations are consistent with the above XPS 

and electrochemical characterizations, suggesting the P-N bond structures present in the N, P-GDs/N-3DG 

structure are essential sites to enhance the electrocatalytic activity of ORR. 
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Figure 5.4. Optimized structures of the lowest O2 adsorption energy configurations on different bond structures in 

N, P-GDs/N-3DG: (a, b) P-N bond structure, (c, d) P-C, N-C bond structure. (a, c) Side-on direction, (b, 

d) Head-on direction. The gray, yellow, blue and red colors represent carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, and 

oxygen atom, respectively.  

In summary, a facile and effective freeze-annealing strategy for in situ growth of GDs with N- and P-rich 

functional groups on N-3DG multidimensional architecture is reported. The obtained material shows an 

improved ORR performance in comparison to the samples with single-doping, without doping or even to 

the commercial Pt/C catalyst. Using DFT calculations as well as XPS measurements, P-N bonded structures 

were found to be of pivotal importance in ORR. Thus we have not only unraveled an excellent metal free 

ORR electrocatalyst for fuel cell and metal/air batteries but also an effective platform for fundamental 

investigations on the role of GDs and heteroatom doping. 
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Experimental 

Preparation 

GO sheets were prepared from natural graphite powder by a modified Hummers method. N, P-GDs/N-3DG 

was prepared by freeze-annealing approach. Briefly, 20 ml GO solution (10 mg/ml) was mixed with 1 g 

triphenylphosphine (Ph3P)(dissolved in ether) by ultrasonic treatment for 2 h. The mixture was then 

transferred into spring and was fixed to a syringe pump connected to the liquid nitrogen, which was stored 

in a thermal insulation container. Once the GO solution contacted with the liquid nitrogen, a small ball was 

formed and sink in the liquid nitrogen. The flow velocity was 1 ml min-1. The GO balls were kept in the 

liquid nitrogen at least 30 min.  The obtained composite hydrogel was freeze-dried for 1 day. After that, the 

hydrogel was annealed under ammonia at 950 °C for 10 min. For the production of 3DG, the GO balls 

without adding TPP were annealed under argon at 300 °C for 1 h. For the N-3DG, the GO balls without 

adding TPP were annealed ammonia at 950 °C for 10 min. For P-GDs/3DG, the GO balls with TPP were 

annealed under argon at 950 °C for 10 min. 

Characterizations 

 The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were determined by ULTRA 55 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) at 200 K. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were conducted with 

JEM-2200FS, 200kV and Titan ETEM. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was measured with a VG 

Escalab 220i-XL using Mg Kα line as an excitation source. All the spectra were calibrated by placing C 1s 

principle peak at 284.6 eV. 

Electrochemical characterizations 

mailto:gaixia.zhang@emt.inrs.ca%20(G.Z.)
mailto:shuhui@emt.inrs.ca
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All electrochemical measurements were carried out in a three-electrode cell using a rotating disk electrode 

(RDE, PINE Research Instrumentation) with a bipotentiostat (Pine, Model PGSTAT-72637) workstation 

at room temperature. A Pt wire and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) were used as the counter and 

reference electrodes, respectively. All potentials in this study refer to the reversible hydrogen electrode 

(RHE). A rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) with a Pt ring and a GC disk (5.61 mm diameter) were used 

as the substrates for the working electrodes. Before using, the tips of RRDE are polished using aqueous 

alumina suspension on felt polishing pads. The ink is prepared as follows, 10 mg of catalyst was mixed in 

a glass vial with 95 μl of 5 wt.% Nafion solution and 350 μl of ethanol, followed by sonication and agitation 

in a vortex mixer, alternatively, for 3 times. Then 9 μl of the catalyst suspension was dropped onto the GC 

electrode surface of RRDE (with loading of ~800 µg/cm2). 

In 0.1 M KOH, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles were recorded at 50 mV s-1 and the linear sweep 

voltammograms (LSV) were recorded at 10 mV s-1, between 0-1.2 V (vs. RHE). The peroxide yield 

(H2O2%) and the electron transfer number (n) were calculated as Eqs (1) - (2): 

                                                           H2O2% = (200 × Ir/N)/ (Id+Ir/N)   (1) 

                                                             n = 4 ×Id / (Id + Ir/N) (2) 

Where Id is the disk current, Ir is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency, equal to 0.37 for the 

present case. 

Computational method 

DFT calculations with periodic boundary conditions were performed by using VASP Software package and 

based on the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional within the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA).  

We start our DFT calculations by examining the stability of binary doping phosphorus and nitrogen into 

the graphene layer. Several configurations were chosen to check the possibility of adsorbing oxygen 

molecule. Head-on and side-on O2 orientations take into account in this part of calculations.  The binding 

energy was calculated for each selected position of O2.    
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Supplementary Figures 

 

Scheme S1.  Schematic Illustration of the Fabrication process and equipment of the N, P-graphene dots supporting 

on N-3D-graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG). 
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Figure S1.  SEM images of (a) 3DG, (b) N-3DG, (c) P-GDs/3DG and (d) N, P-GDs/N-3DG. Inset: the corresponding 

photographs. 
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Figure S2.  XPS survey spectra of 3D graphene, N-3DG, P-3DG, N, P-GDs/N-3DG. 
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Figure S3.  The molecular structure of (a)GO, (b)GO-TPP, (c)Ph3P=O, and (d) Ph3P=NH. 
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Figure S4.  (a) Chronoamperometric responses of N, P-GDs/N-3DG and Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution 

on addition of methanol to form 3 M methanol after 300 s at 0.8 V (vs.RHE) and a rotation speed of 1600 

rpm. (b) Chronoamperometric curves of the N, P-GDs/N-3DG and Pt/C at 0.8v (vs. RHE) and a rotation 

speed of 1600 rpm. 
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Figure S5.  Different optimized structures of O2 adsorption on P-N bond structure (side-on direction) in N, P-

GDs/N-3DG.  
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Figure S6.  Different optimized structures of O2 adsorption on P-N bond structure (head-on direction) in N, P-

GDs/N-3DG.  
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Figure S7.  Different optimized structures of O2 adsorption on P-C, N-C bond structure (side-on direction) in N, P-

GDs/N-3DG.  
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Figure S8.  Different optimized structures of O2 adsorption on P-C, N-C bond structure (head-on direction) in N, P-

GDs/N-3DG.  
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Figure S9.  The most stable adsorption configurations of O2 on P-N bond structure in N, P. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  

6.1 Conclusions 

Developing highly efficient electrocatalysts to facilitate the sluggish cathodic ORR is a key issue to 

commercial fuel cells. So far, Platinum (Pt) is still the most widely used ORR electrocatalysts. However, 

the high cost and inadequate long term operational stability of Pt/C catalysts inhibit most development of 

this technology. Therefore, the primary topic of this thesis is the development of Pt-based and graphene-

based catalyst materials for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Three different materials including 

Pt/CNTs@C, Pt/doped graphene, and graphene-based metal-free catalyst are synthesized and investigated 

as ORR catalysts. 

Firstly, the Pt/CNTs@C nanostructures were synthesized via an in situ polymer nano-encapsulation 

method, followed by a graphitization process. Pt NPs were first synthesized on the surface of the CNTs 

through the reduction of H2PtCl6 by HCOOH. After adsorption of the PABA RAFT dispersant via non-

covalent interactions, an in situ growth of polymer chain occurs at the Pt/CNT surface via RAFT 

polymerization. Then the polymer layer was carbonized into a graphitic carbon shell by annealling at 550 

°C under N2 atmosphere. The thickness of the carbon coating shell can be precisely controlled by tuning 

the amount of added monomer. The thickness of the disordered graphitic carbon layer plays a key role to 

control the electrocatalytic performance. For too thick carbon shells, the oxygen molecules have to 

overcome a high barrier to reach the surface of the catalyst. In this case, the carbon layer mainly works as 

an obstacle for ORR, leading to a low activity of the catalyst. It is demonstrated that the carbon shells of~ 

0.8 nm in average thickness (Pt/CNTs@C-2) is permeable to oxygen molecules without hindering the mass 

transport of molecular oxygen and the contact between oxygen and the catalyst surface. In addition, such 

carbon coating is sufficiently thick to prevent Pt NP dissolution or detachment from the CNT surface. 

Remarkably, after 20000 cycles ADT, the remaining ECSA of the Pt/CNTs@C sample with 0.8 nm thick 

carbon shell is comparable to the initial Pt/CNTs before ADT cycling, demonstrating that proper carbon 

coating can significantly improve the stability of the Pt-based catalysts. Furthermore, the carbon shells can 

reduce the adsorption of methanol on the Pt surface, i.e. high methanol tolerance. 

Compared with CNTs,  the heteroatoms can be more easily introduced into the graphene due to the more 

open structure of graphene. Therefore, three different kinds of graphene were used as supporting material 

and the supporting effect is discussed. Firstly, GO was obtained through the modified Hummers’ oxidation 

process. Then the doped graphene was got by a wet chemical method. Pt catalyst was then loaded on 

graphene material (include RGO, N-Graphene, and N, P-Graphene) by traditional wet impregnation method 

followed by annealing under 450 ºC. it was revealed in this part that the surface chemistry of the graphene 
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supports significantly affect the deposition behavior of Pt atoms. A few large Pt are found in Pt/RGO, while 

small Pt particles are homogeneously dispersed on N-Graphene. For Pt N, P-Graphene, there are small clusters 

with enhanced utilization efficiency. Furthermore, the doped atoms on the surface can also influence the valence 

electrons of Pt. Accordingly, the supporting material will play a vital role in the activity and stability of Pt for 

ORR. The Pt/N, P-graphene showed high activity, low Tafel slope, dominant 4-electron ORR pathway with 

low H2O2 yield and excellent durability because of the stronger interaction of the Pt atoms with the doped 

atoms. 

Based on that, the doped graphene was further developed as the metal-free catalyst. A facile one-step and 

scalable freeze-annealing method were used for the synthesis of N, P-graphene dots supported on N-3D-

graphene (N, P-GDs/N-3DG). Firstly, triphenylphosphine (TPP) were mixed with GO to form graphene 

oxide hydrogel. By immersing the hydrogel into liquid nitrogen followed by freeze-drying, the aggregation 

was prevented and the 3D network structure was maintained. The in situ synthesized N, P-GDs were 

uniformly distributed on the surface of N-3DG. The GDs in the composite can offer more catalytically 

active sites while the N-3DG not only acts as an excellent conductive substrate for electrons but also ensure 

the efficient mass transport of oxygen molecule and electrolyte during the ORR process. In addition, N, P-

doping can effectively tailor their intrinsic electrical characteristics and surface properties. The metal-free 

N, P-GDs/N-3DG composite exhibits an improved ORR performance in comparison to the samples with 

single-doping, without doping or even to the commercial Pt/C catalyst. This enhanced electrocatalytic 

performance can be ascribed to the synergetic effect of abundant functional groups and the edge defects. 

This study indicates that P-N bonded structures play an important role as active sites in ORR.  

6.2  Perspectives 

Based on the results achieved so far, the future work of ORR catalyst can be focused on:  

(i) Metal-free heteroatoms doped 3DG catalyst 

Based on our results, N, P-GDs/N-3DG shows enhanced synergistic activity towards ORR. The GDs can 

offer more catalytically active sites while the N-3DG acts as an excellent substrate ensuring the efficient 

electrons and mass transport. Therefore, we plan to co-dope 3DG with different heteroatoms, such as B or 

S, to further improve its catalytic activity. Based that, the role of heteroatoms-doping and the relationship 

between doping effects and active mechanism will be studied. 

(ii) Pt alloy NPs supported on heteroatoms doped 3DG catalyst 

The doped 3DG is an excellent supporting material allowing uniform and high loading of catalysts, not only 

providing a large supporting surface area but also alleviating the commonly encountered problem of 
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nanomaterial aggregation in nanoscience. Based on the above research, we plan to synthesize Pt alloy NPs 

supported on heteroatoms doped 3DG catalyst. The introduction of an additional transition metal into Pt-

based alloys might produce a modification in the Pt electronic structure due to electron transfer from the 

transition metal to Pt and it likely causes lattice contraction. Then the effect of different metals in Pt-M 

alloys will be discussed in order to get insight of the mechanism of ORR on Pt alloy NPs. 

(iii) Pt alloy NPs supported on heteroatoms doped 3DG catalyst encapsulated within carbon layers  

The polymeric nanoencapsulation strategy is a promising and universal technique for the production of 

highly active and stable ORR catalysts for fuel cells and metal-air batteries. To enhance its durability and 

methanol tolerance performance, all the above optimized samples will be precisely covered with carbon 

layer. Then it will be employed as the cathode catalysts in the real membrane electrode assembly for PEM 

fuel cells. These studies are supposed to be useful in energy conversion/storage and many other related 

fields.
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SOMMAIRE RÉCAPITULATIF 

1. L’introduction 

1.1 Les Piles à Combustible à Membrane Échangeuse de Protons (PEMFC) 

Les changements climatiques à cause de la consommation des combustibles fossiles sont 

actuellement un défi urgent dans le monde entier. Les sources d'énergie pratiques et 

écologiquement durables pour remplacer les combustibles fossiles traditionnels sont 

indispensables. La pile à combustible, en particulier la pile à combustible à membrane échangeuse 

de protons (en anglais: PEMFC), est considérée comme l’un des candidats les plus prometteurs, 

car elle pourrait convertir directement l’énergie chimique en énergie électrique utilisant par la 

méthode électrochimique. 

La PEMFC est une cellule électrochimique qui convertit directement l'énergie chimique d'une 

cellule (généralement, hydrogène, méthanol, etc.) en énergie de l’électricité, de la chaleur et de 

l’eau. La structure des PEMFCs est présentée dans la Figure R1. Une membrane polymère 

électrolytique est sandwichée entre une cathode (ou électrode positive) et une anode (ou électrode 

négative). Les molécules d'hydrogène sur l'anode pourraient s’être séparées catalytiquement en 

protons et électrons par la réaction d'oxydation de l'hydrogène. Les électrons traversent un circuit 

externe du côté de la cathode en produisant de l'électricité en courant continu. Les protons sont 

tirés à traverser la membrane électrolytique polymère vers la cathode, en réaction avec une 

molécule d'oxygène et quatre électrons désirés pour former deux molécules d'eau dans un 

électrolyte acide. Cependant, l'hydrogène et l'oxygène gazeux sont cinétiquement stables dans les 

conditions opérationnelles. Les catalyseurs en deux côtés de l’électrode sont essentiels pour réduire 

l’énergie d’activation afin de garantir le déroulement de la réaction par des voies 

thermodynamiques alternatives. 
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Figure R1. Le schéma de principe d’une PEMFC. 

 

1.2 La Réaction de Réduction de l'Oxygène (l’ORR) 

Théoriquement, les performances de sortie des piles à combustible sont déterminées par la 

cinétique de la réaction d'oxydation de l'hydrogène (en anglais: HOR) sur l'anode et par la réaction 

de réduction de l'oxygène (en anglais: ORR) sur la cathode. L'ORR est la réaction la plus lente en 

raison de la forte énergie de liaison de la molécule d'oxygène (ΔH = 498 kJ/mol). Pour les piles à 

combustible à la basse température, l'absence d'un catalyseur d’ORR efficace limite sérieusement 

l'efficacité globale de la cellule. Donc, les chercheurs déploient d’immenses efforts considérables 

pour découvrir et optimiser le catalyseur d’ORR. 

Il y a généralement deux voies différentes pour l’ORR:  

 (i) la voie directe à quatre électrons;  

 (ii) les processus indirects à deux électrons.  

 Dans le milieu acide, l'oxygène peut soit être réduit directement en molécules d'eau, soit 

réduit en peroxyde d'hydrogène (H2O2) en tant qu'espèce intermédiaire. 

 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂(𝐸
0 = 1.229𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 1) 

 𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂2(𝐸
0 = 0.695𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 2) 

 𝐻2𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂(𝐸
0 = 1.776𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 3) 
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Dans le milieu alcalin, par rapport au H2O2 et à la formation d'eau lorsque les protons sont 

abondants, l'ORR génère un anion de peroxyde par la voie indirecte et un anion d’hydroxyde 

comme le produit final. 

 𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 4𝑒− → 4O𝐻−(𝐸0 = 0.401𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 4) 

 𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− → OO𝐻− +O𝐻−(𝐸0 = −0.076𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 5) 

 OO𝐻− +𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝑒− → 3O𝐻−(𝐸0 = 0.878𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑆𝐻𝐸) (R. 6) 

Dans les conditions de non-standard, le potentiel d'équilibre des réactions d'électrodes à oxygène 

est établi selon l'équation de Nernst: 

 𝐸 = 𝐸0 −
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln(

𝑎𝑂𝑥

𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑑
) (R.7) 

où a est l'activité de l'espèce oxydée et réduite. 

De toute évidence, la réaction à quatre électrons est la voie favorisée pour assurer des potentiels 

opérationnels et l’efficacité de courant plus élevés. En revanche, la formation du produit de 

réduction à deux électrons réduira le nombre de transfert d'électrons effectif de l’ORR en 

conduisant aux conversions à basse énergie. De plus, les espèces intermédiaires réactives peuvent 

former des espèces de radicaux libres nocives induisant à la dégradation de la membrane. 

1.3 Les Catalyseurs pour l’ORR 

 

Figure R2. Les tendances de l'activité de réduction de l'oxygène tracées en fonction de l'énergie 

de liaison à l'oxygène. 
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Actuellement, il est prouvé que les catalyseurs à base de platine sont les catalyseurs plus avancés 

pour l’ORR dans le milieu acide. Théoriquement, l’activité d’ORR est déterminée par l’énergie de 

liaison de surface du catalyseur. Dans la Figure R2, les relations en forme de volcan entre l'activité 

d’ORR et l'énergie de liaison de l'oxygène ont été identifiées en montrant que le Pt est le meilleur 

catalyseur pour l’ORR. Pratiquement, le Pt supporté de noir de carbone a été largement utilisé et 

considéré comme le meilleur des catalyseurs depuis l’année 1992 où la première découverte par 

Wilson et al. 

Toutefois, il y a de nombreux problèmes qui doivent encore être résolus avant la mise en œuvre 

commerciale à grande échelle. Tout d’abord, le Pt est un métal rare et noble. Le prix très élevé du 

Pt représente environ de 56% du coût d’une boîte de pile à combustible. De plus, la faible stabilité 

à long terme de ce catalyseur au Pt réduit la durée de vie et la durabilité des piles à combustible de 

PEM. La durée de vie du catalyseur à la base de Pt le plus avancé avec la performance de pile à 

combustible élevée est bien inférieure aux 5000 heures ayant l’objectif pour l’année de 2017 par 

le Département d’Energy (en anglais : DOE) aux États-Unis. 

 

Figure R3. Les différents catalyseurs de l’absence du métal. 

En conséquence, la manière de réduire les coûts en réduisant l’utilisation de Pt sans perte de 

l’activité et de la durabilité est un souci principal dans la recherche sur les catalyseurs d’ORR. 
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Jusqu'à présent, un grand nombre de recherches ont été effectué résoudre les problèmes 

susmentionnés, et ces stratégies peuvent composer en deux catégories principales:  

 (i) l’amélioration de catalyseur de Pt/C soit par la méthode de modification de particules 

Pt remplaçant le support conventionnel, soit par l’ingénierie de surface en modifiant le revêtement 

de la nanoparticule Pt;  

 (ii) le remplacement des catalyseurs à base de Pt  par des catalyseurs à base de métaux non-

précieux et des catalyseurs de non-métaux (voir sur la Figure R3). 

1.4 Les Catalyseurs à base de Pt pour l’ORR 

Dans les piles à combustible, le catalyseur d’ORR fonctionne dans les conditions dures (les 

potentiels fortement positifs et les milieux fortement acides) et la région de surface 

électrochimique (en anglais : ECSA) de Pt est rapidement perdue au cours de cycles. Alors, les 

différents mécanismes de dégradation du Pt/C sont résumés dans la Figure R4. 

 

Figure R4. La représentation simplifiée des mécanismes de dégradation suggérés pour les 

particules de Pt sur un support en carbone dans des piles à combustible. 

Maintenant, un grand nombre de recherches ont été effectué résoudre les problèmes 

susmentionnés, et ces stratégies peuvent composer en trois catégories principales:  

 (i) la modification de particules Pt lui-même avec le contrôle précisé sur la taille, la forme, 

la composition, la structure et l’architecture; 
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 (ii) l’ingénierie de surface en modifiant le revêtement de la nanoparticule Pt (voir la Figure 

R5);  

 (iii) le remplacement de support conventionnel par les autres supports de catalyseurs 

appropriés avec la résistance élevée à la corrosion et les fortes interactions avec Pt. 

 

Figure R5. Les avancées importantes récentes dans les nouvelles nanostructures actives et 

durables à base de Pt pour une meilleure catalyse d’ORR. 

1.5 Les Catalyseurs à base de Graphène et Sans Métal  

Dans les dernières années, les matériaux à base de graphène 2D ont été appliqués comme les 

catalyseurs électrochimiques en raison de leur conductivité excellente, de leur surface spécifique 

(en anglais: SSA) élevée et de leur chimie de surface ajustée, voyant sur les révisions précédentes. 

Bien que les grandes SSA et la haute conductivité électrique du graphène à l’état vierge soient 

supposées être utiles au processus d'électrocatalyse, pratiquement, avec les fortes interactions de 

Van Der Waals et l'empilement π – π entre les couches de graphène, les nanofeuilles de graphène 

2D pourraient facilement être empilées et agrégées, ce qui diminue considérablement la SSA et 

gêne le transport des électrons rapide limité son utilisation.  

De plus, un nombre limité de sites réactifs sur les bords du graphène à l’état vierge est inacceptable 

pour les déployer dans la pratique. Par conséquent, le centre et l'avant-garde de ce domaine de 

recherche s'est tourné vers l'exploration du graphène modifié chimiquement, tel que le graphène 

fonctionnalisé ou dopé par hétéroatomes, et la nanostructure de graphène aux dimensions ajustées. 

1.6 Les Matériaux du Support à base de Graphène 
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Quoique la plupart des graphènes dopé aux hétéroatomes, les catalyseurs sans nanostructure de 

graphène avec la dimension ajustée montrent des activités électrocatalytiques très prometteuses 

comparables au Pt/C dans le milieu alcalin. Les PEMFCs fonctionnant avec des électrolytes acides 

sont encore beaucoup plus viables commercialement et reposent sur une infrastructure plus mature. 

Jusqu'à maintenant, il y a des électrocatalyseurs à base de graphène rares rapportés pour l'ORR 

acide. Heureusement, grâce à sa conductivité élevée, sa très grande surface, sa variété structurelle 

abondante et sa chimie de surface ajustée, le graphène est un excellent matériau de support pour 

permettre l’utilisation des caractéristiques uniques dans le milieu d’acide. 

1.7 Les Objectifs de la Recherche 

Ce projet de la thèse est pour concevoir et réaliser un catalyseur d’ORR à base de Pt et des 

catalyseurs d’ORR à base de graphène avec les hautes performances, la durabilité extrême et le 

faible coût pour l’application de piles à combustible. 

 

Figure R6. Le guide illustrant la disposition de cette thèse. 

Montrant dans la Figure R6, les objectifs principaux de cette thèse présentent dans les suivants: 

  I. Pour construire des nanoparticules (NPs) de Pt encapsulées dans des couches de carbone 

supportant sur des nanotubes de carbone (en anglais : CNTs, Pt/CNTs@C) avec une structure 

d'épaisseur contrôlable avec précision. 

 II. Pour synthétiser des amas de Pt s'ancrant sur des supports en graphène dopé (la graphène 

dopée à Pt) et discuter de l'effet d'interaction entre supports. 

 III. Pour préparer des points de graphène co-dopés à l'azote et au phosphore supportant sur 

un catalyseur sans métal et dopé à l'azote tridimensionnel (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) avec une 

performance améliorée vers l’ORR. 
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2. Les Résultats 

(1). Les Pt/CNTs revêtus par carbone ultra-minces: un électrocatalyseur très durable pour 

l’ORR 

Dans cet article, nous avons synthétisé l’électrocatalyseur composé des NPs de Pt supportés sur 

des CNTs et recouverts d'une couche ultra-mince de carbone graphitique. Ces catalyseurs d’ORR 

hybrides ont été obtenus par la méthode d’encapsulation-graphitisation de polymère in situ 

interfacial, où un polymère contenant du glucose était développé directement à la surface de 

Pt/CNTs montrant dans la Figure R7. L'épaisseur de la couche de revêtement de carbone peut être 

réglée avec précision d’entre 0,5 et plusieurs nanomètres par simplement programmer la croissance 

du polymère sur Pt/CNTs. 

 

Figure R7. Le processus synthétique de Pt/CNTs@C. 

Le Pt/CNTs@C obtenue avec une épaisseur de couche de carbone d'environ 0,8 nm (correspondant 

à environ 2 à 3 couches de graphène) a montré une activité élevée et une excellente durabilité sans 

perte d’activité notable.  

Dans la Figure R8, même si l’après des cycles aux 20000, l'ECSA est toujours d'environ 64 m2/g, 

ce qui est proche de l'ECSA initiale et ne représente qu'une perte de 25% par rapport à la valeur 

du plateau. Ce revêtement de carbone ultra-mince s’agit non seulement comme une couche 

protectrice pour empêcher l’agrégation des NPs de Pt, mais de conduire également à une meilleure 

dispersion de l’échantillon dans un solvant dépourvu d’agrégats, ce qui permet d’une meilleure 

utilisation de Pt. 
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Figure R8. Le rendement à long terme sur les courbes CV de Pt/CNTs@C-2 (a) et Pt/CNTs (c). 

L’ECSA en fonction des cycles de réaction du Pt/CNTs@C-2 (b) et du Pt/CNTs (d). Les CVs ont 

été enregistrés dans HClO4 saturé de N2 en concentration d’environ 0,1 M. 

(2). L’effet d'interaction de support des amas de Pt ancré sur le support de graphène dopé 

pour l’ORR 

Dans cet article, tout à bord, nous avons utilisé trois types de matériaux de graphène différents: le 

graphène non modifié, le graphène dopé à l'azote (N-graphène) et le graphène co-dopé au 

phosphore d'azote (N, P-graphène) comme les matériaux de support pour ancrer des amas de Pt, 

montrant dans la Figure R9. 
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Figure R9. L’illustration schématique du mécanisme d'assemblage du Pt supporté sur graphène 

dopé. 

Ensuite, une étude complète de l’effet d’interaction de support sur les amas de Pt a été discutée. 

Le N, P-graphène réduit non seulement la taille du Pt et facilite la distribution homogène à la 

surface, mais affecte également la structure électronique du Pt qui favorise l'activité d’ORR. Dans 

la Figure R10, le Pt/N, P-graphène montre non seulement une activité d’ORR élevée, une pente de 

Tafel faible et une voie d’ORR à 4 électrons avec un rendement en H2O2 faible, mais également 

une excellente durabilité en raison de sa plus forte interaction des atomes de Pt avec les atomes 

dopés. 
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Figure R10. La caractérisation électrochimique de Pt/C commercial (20%), de Pt/N, P-graphène, 

de Pt/N-graphène et de Pt/RGO. 

(3). Les points de graphène co-dopés N, P supporté sur du graphène 3D dopé au N comme le 

catalyseur sans métal pour l’ORR 

À la base de la recherche précédente, le graphène dopé peut être utilisé non seulement comme le 

matériau de support, mais également comme le catalyseur sans métal pour l’ORR. En 

conséquence, nous avons synthétisé des points de graphène co-dopés à l'azote et au phosphore 

supporté sur du graphène dopé à l'azote 3D (N, P-GDs/N-3DG) par un processus de recuit refroidi 

facile. Montrant dans la Figure R11, les N, P-GDs obtenus sont uniformément dispersés à la 

surface du réseau poreux 3D interconnecté. 
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Figure R11. La structure des points de N, P-graphène supporté sur le graphène N-3D (N, P-GDs/ 

N-3DG). 

Montrant dans la Figure R12, le composite sans métal de N, P-GDs/N-3DG se présente une 

excellente activité électrocatalytique pour l'ORR, par exemple, le potentiel de départ positif et le 

potentiel de demi-vague positif, la voie à 4 électrons, le faible rendement en H2O2 par rapport du 

catalyseur commercial de Pt/C dans un milieu alcalin. Cette performance électrocatalytique 

améliorée peut être attribuée à l’effet synergique entre les abondants groupes fonctionnels et les 

défauts de bord. 

 
 

Figure R12. La caractérisation électrochimique de Pt/C (20%), graphène 3D, N-3DG, P-GDs/ 

3DG et N, P-GDs/N-3DG commerciaux. 


